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QUATERNARY FISH-FOSSILS 

BY 

P. H. GREENWOOD 

INTRODUCTION 

Fish-remains collected from deposits at Ishango (Lake Edward,) and the 
Semliki valley by Dr. J. DE HEINZELIN'S 1950 expedition, have increased 
considerably our historical knowledge of East African fishes. The collec
tions are of especial value since their temporal range extends over the entire 
Pleistocene period, a time when the gr'eat lakes of Africa were undergoing 
extensive topographical changes and their faunae were subject to the 
vicissitudes of changing climate and hydrography. Indeed, the Pleistocene 
may be looked upon as a critical phase in the evolution of the present-day 
East African fish-fauna from an earlier and possibly pan-African type. 

Many taxonomists and evolutionists have been attracted by the biogeogra
phical problems which these lakes present. But, attempts to explain the 
often curious distribution of families and genera within the area have been 
hampered by the lack of an adequate palaeontological background. 

The previous, often scanty, fossil records for the major lakes, Edward, 
Victoria and Albert, have provided tantalizing glimpses of the Tertiary and 
early Quaternary fishes living in the different basins. It was known, for 
instance, that during early Pleistocene times certain species now locally 
extinct, inhabited! the Edward basin (WORTHINGTON, 1932; FUCHS, 1934). 
Likewise, in Lake Victoria there are records of the local extinction of Tilapia 
nigra during the lower Pleistocene and, going further back in time to the 
Miocene, the presence of two Nilotic genera, Lates and Polyptcrus for which 
there are no further records in the Victoria basin (TREWAVAS, 1937; GREEN
WOOD, 19M}. In Lake Albert, on the other hand, there appears to have been 
little change in the major elements of the fish fauna since the lower 
Pleistocene (WHITE, et at. 1926}. 

."'"""------------------------------..--...~..--...---
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Despite their importance, the significance of these discoveries was weak
ened by their isolation. The more complete record provided by the 
DE HEINZELIN collection enables these eadier discoveries to be seen in truer 
perspective and provides, for the first time, an account of one lake basin 
throughout a major period of its existence. 

The brief description of the site, which preceeds the account of the fishes 
therefrom, is taken from notes supplied by the I.P.N.C.B. I have also 
given, in parenthesis, the number of the page in DE HEINZELIN'S paper, 
{( Le Fosse Tectonique sous Ie Parallels d'Ishango)} (1955), on which the 
site is described in detail. 
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SITE I 

K any a t s i, northern shore of Lake Edward, to the east of Ishango. 
Bed s 0 f K a i so age (p. 84); the fossils dislodged and washed amongst 
the pebbles of the beach. 

DIPNOI 

Farn. LEPIDOSIRENIDAE. 

Protopterus sp. 

One palatopterygoid and one splenial tooth-plate, probably derived from 
the same individual, are the only specimens of Protopterus from this site. 
Both tooth-plates are somewhat weathered, the upper being better preserved 
and more complete than the lower. 

Neither specimen departs significantly from comparable tooth-plates of 
P. aethiopicus. It must be stressed, however, that only slight inter-specific 
differences exist in the tooth-plates of the four extant Protol}terus species 
and that these differences are easily obscured by intra-specific variability 
and by wear. Thus, it would be unwise to attempt the specific diagnosis 
of these fossils on the basis of tooth morphology alone. 

OSTARIOPHYSI 

Fam. CHARACIDAE. 

Hydrocyon sp. 

rrhis genus is represented by ten well-preserved teeth, all from large 
fishes. The enamel is discoloured a soft blue-grey. 

Height of individual teeth (measured directly from base to tip) in milli
metres: ca. 13; ca. 14; ca. 15(f3); 16; 17(f2); 18; 19 mm. 
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SILUROIDEA 

Fam. BAGRIDAE. 

Bagrus Sp. 

Ba.grus is fairly well represented by the following material: 

N e u roc l' ani u m. - (i) An almost complete occiput derived from 
a skull about 23 cm long. 'rhis specimen comprises that part of the nf'uro
cranium slightly posterior to the frontal-supraoccipital suture; the lateral 
horn of the pterotic is wanting on both sides. As far as can be determined, 
the position of the sutures and of the exoccipital foramina are identical 
with those of Bagrus docrnac (FORSKAL). 

(ii) A large fragment of flat bone is thought to be part of a frontal. 
If this identification is correct, then the bone is from a skull greater than 
25 cm neurocranial length. 

(iii) An almost entire dermethmoid from a neurocranium about 14 cm 
long. 

Den t a I' y. Two fragments. 

Ope r cui u m. A very small fragment comprising the facet and bone 
immediately surrounding it; from a skull of ca. 12 cm neurocranial length. 

Ve I' t e bra e. 'l'he anterior fused vertebral mass is represented by 
two incomplete specimens, in which only the centra are preserved; estimated 
to be from fishes of ca. 24 and ca. i2 cm neurocranial length. 

Olarotes sp. 

The articular heads of twelve pectoral spines (1 left and 2 right) are 
assigned to this genus. Three other spine heads and three distal fragments 
are tentatively assigned to Clarotes. 

Auchenoglanis sp. 

Four fragments of neurocranium are l'efNl'ed to Auchenoglanis on the 
basis of their ornamentation, curvature and relative thickness. 

The proximal part of a right pectoral spine can definitely be assigned 
to Auchenoglanis, as can an almost entire dorsal spine and the proximal 
part of another. Two incomplete pectoral spines (left and right) and two 
distal fl'agments of dorsal spines are tentatively referred to this genus. 
All specimens are from fishes . 

.... 
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BAGRIDAE, GENERA INDETERMINABLE. 

V e r t e bra e. ~.. One, somewhat damaged specimen of a 1st. vertebra 
(from a fish ca. 160 em standard length); the centra of five precaudal and 
two caudal vertebrae (from fishes of ca. 145 and 160 em standard length). 

C lei t h rum.~ A fragment from the slightly bullate region which 
overlies the articular fossa for the pectoral spine; perhaps nearest that of 
Clarotes. 

S pin e s . - The damaged articular heads of eleven pectoral spines. 

Fam. MOCHOCIDAE. 

? Synodontis. 

This genus is probably represented by the following specimens: the 
proximal part of a pectoral spine whose articular head is damaged (from 
a fish ca. 30 em S.L.); a fragmenL from the distal third of a dorsal spine 
and a fragment from the middle third of a pectoral spine (both from fishes 
about 35 cm S.L.). 

More doubtfully referred to Synodontis are eight fragments of dorsal and 
pectoral spines. 

Fam. CLARIIDAE. 

? Clarias. 

Two precaudal vertebrae (centra only) are tentatively consigned to this 
family and to the genus Clarias. It is estimated that the vertebrae are from 
fishes of ca. 60 and 75 cm. S.L. 

FAMILY INDETERMINABLE. 

Nine pectoral spines, all incomplete, and forty-two fragments from the 
distal ends of dorsal and pectoral spines are clearly derived from Siluroid 
fishes, but cannot be further identified. 

Sku 11 fr a g men t s (possibly Clariidae).~ These pieces of roofing 
bones are too small for accurate identification; all are ornamented with 
low, blunt tubercles. No specimen shows any curvature, thus reducing 
the possibility of their being from Auchenoglanis, whilst the lack of ridges 
on the ornamented surface reduces the likelihood of their being from any 
known Bagrid. 

jiIIi'" 
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PERCOMORPHI 

Fum. CENTROPOMIDAE. 

Lates cf. L. niloticus. 

Specimens of Lates predominate, both numerically and in the diversity 
of elements preserved, over all other fish-fossils from this site. 

Few interspecific differences can be detected in the skeletons of the 
extant species (or sub-species) Lates niloticus (LINNE), L. albertianus 
WORTHINGTON and L. macrophthalrnus VVORTHINGTON. Furthermore, where 
the fossils have been compared with these species no obvious differences 
could be determined. It is therefore impossible to assign the Kanyatsi 
material to anyone of these species. Since\VoRTHINGTON (1940) is of the 
opinion that L. albertianus and L. macrophthalmus may be only sub-specifi
cally distinct from L. niloticus, it would seem reasonable to consider this 
material as representing a lower Pleistocene popUlation of L. niloticus 
which inhabited the Lake Edward basin. 

N e u roc l' ani u In . (i) An almost entire neurocranium, the left side 
of which is more damaged and distorted than the right. Sinistrally the 
roofing bones are almost entirely absent, whilst dextrally these bones are 
virtually complete, although the supra-occipital and parietal ridges are 
broken. Likewise, the otic region of the left side is fractured and many of 
its elements displaced. Posteriorly, the median supra-occipital projection 
and the mesial exoccipital roof to the foramen magnum are both missing; 
the basioccipital facet is only slightly damaged. 

Anteriorly, the skull lacks its ethmoid, pre-frontals and vomer. Since 
the parasphenoid terminates somewhat posteriorly to its junction with the 
vomer, it is impossible to measure the complete basilar length of this skull: 
the length taken from the anterior fracture to the most posterior point of 
the basioccipital facet is 25.7 cm; the estimated total basilar length 
is ca. 34 cm. 

(ii) A fragment of neurocranium (from a large fish) comprises the dOl'sal 
roofing bones of the left otic region together with a small part of the 
sphenotic-pterotic lateral wall. The section of skull preserved is that 
between the posterior epiotic tip and the anterior extremity of the supra
occipital, which is sub-bisected, and with only the most anterior part of its 
spine present. The fragment measures 13 cm along this line . 

..... 
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E t h m 0 i d - v 0 mer reg ion. Seven specimens. With one exception 
most of the dermethmoid, parethmoid and the prefontals are preserved in 
each specimen. In the exceptional specimen, the pal'ethmoid and prefrontal 
al'e present on one side only. 

The smallest specimen is from a fish having an estimated neurocranial 
length (anterior vomerine tip to the basioccipital facet) of ca. 27 cm; the 
largest is from a skull at least twice that length. 

The fossils differ only slightly from the ethmoid-vomer region of extant 
Lates species in that the vomerine tooth patch has the outline of a slightly 
rounded diamond, except in the largest specimen where it is approximately 
cardiform. This latter shape is that most frequently observed in extant 
species, irrespective of size. 

Length of the vomerine tooth-patch is given as an indication of size. 
Due to its cal'diform toothed area, the largest specimen appears somewhat 
smaller than the next largest specimen. l1ength of vomerine patCh in cm : 
2.5; 2.8; ca. 3.0; 3.3; 3.5; 4.4; 3.7. 

The vomer alone is represented by nine specimens; their sizes (as 
measured above) are; 2.0; 2.2; 2.4; ca. 2.7; 3.5; 3.6; ca. 3.3 and 3.2 cm. 

There is also a single specimen comprising the dermethmoid, prefrontals 
and a small fragment of the frontals. It is estimated to be derived from 
a fish with a neurocranial length of ca. 27 cm. 

Bas i 0 c c i pta 1. - Repl'esented by twelve specimens all showing 
remarkably similar lines of fracture: ie. the specimens comprise that area 
immediately posterior to the facet and the ventral portion of the bone. 
With three exceptions, all specimens exhibit a similar degree of mineral
ization and weathering. Exceptional specimens are more heavily mineral
ized and badly weathered; in addition, the first vertehra is preserved in situ. 

The is indicated by the greatest width of the basioccipital 
facet. In those specimens with an associated first vertebra, width of the 
vertebral face is given; such specimens are indicated thus * : 2.8; 3.3; 3.1; 
3.5; ca. 3.6; 4.0; 4.1; 4.1; 5.0; ca. 4.3*; 4.9*; and 5.1* em. 

E p i 0 tic and p a l' i eta 1 - A fragmentary specimen includes part 
of the epiotic-parietal suture and part of the lateral epiotic wall with its 
post-temporal suture. 

Jaws. 

Den tar y . Eighteen specimens (eleven right, seven left) none of 
which is entire. Since it is both difficult and misleading to estimate the 
total length of fishes from which such fragmentary specimens were derived, 
two measurements of the bone itself are given: its depth at the symphysis, 
and, the width of the dentigerous surface at its broadest point (where this 
plJint is preserved). 
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Symphysial depth (em). Greatest width (em). 

2.0 1.2 
2.5 ca. 2.0 
2.7 1.5 
2.8 

ca. :Z.S 2.2 
3.0 
3.0 2.0 
3.1 
3.1 UJ 
3.1 2.9 
:u 1.8 
3.3 1.9 
:1.:1 cu. 1.8 
:1.i 2.:1 
3.1 
:l.f} 2.3 
3.8 2.6 
3.8 2.3 

Pre m a x ill a. - Eight specimens (4 left, 4 right), none entire. All 
are from the anterior half to third of the bone. Size range is indicated 
by breadth of toothed surface immediately adjacent to the symphysial 
surface; 3.1; 2.7(f2); 2.6; 2.5(f3); 2.3; and 1.4 cm. 

In addition, there is a fragment from the middle portion of the pre
maxilla. 

M a x i I I a. Represented by only one large specimen (left) from the 
anterior half of this bone, but lacking the articular head. 

Qua d rat e. - Twenty-six specimens (10 left, 16 right) all incomplete. 
In each, however, the facet is preserved, as are varying amounts of the 
posteriorly directed basal limb, the anterior ascending margin and the body 
of the bone. Excepting two small specimens, all were derived from largtl 
fishes. As an indication of size, breadth of the facet is given; 1.2; 1.5; 2.3; 
ca. 2.4; 2.5; 2.6; 2.8; 2.9 (f2); 3.0 (f3); 3.2; 3.3 (I3); 3.4; ca. 3.5 (f2); 3.5 (f2); ca. 3.6; 
3.6 (f2); 3.7; and 3.9 cm. 

Without exception, these specimens are heavily mineralized and some
what weathered 

Art i cui a r. - Seventeen fragmentary and variously fractured speci
mens (9 left, 8 right). In each, the entire or greater part of the articular 
head is preserved, and in some, part of the anterior limb as welL 

No really satisfactory measurement can be used to indicate the size of 
fishes from which the specimens were derived; all are large, the largest 
probably from a skull ca. 55 crn basilar length, the smallest from a skull 
of ca. 27 em. The modal size is only somewhat less than that of the largest 
bone. 
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Pre 0 per cuI u m. A single specimen (left), almost entire and well 
preserved; thought to be from a skull of ca. 40 cm basilar length. 

Ope r cuI u m. Represented by a small fragment from the antero
dorsal angle of the bone. 

E c top t e r y g 0 i d. Four specimens (1 left, 3 right) of which two are 
almost entire. The two largest specimens are estimated to be from skulls 
of ca. 50 cm basilar length, the smaller bones are from skulls of ca. 35 and 
ca. 20 cm basilar length. 

LJ r 0 h Y a 1. - Two specimens both fragments, from the anterior part 
oj the bone. One specimen can be unequivocally identified as the urohyal 
of Lates but the other differs somewhat from both its fossil cogener and the 
U1'ohyal of extant species. Its form however, near'er that of Lates than 
any other known genus. 

Ve r t e bra e. 

1 s t Ve r 1e b l' a . Eleven specimens. With one exception all show 
slight signs of weathering, particularly of the anterior articular surface; 
the exceptional vertebra is remarkably well-preserved. Greatest measure
ments of the centrum are given for: breadth across the anterior face, depth 
of the anterior face and length: 5.0, 4.1 and 2.5 (f3); 4.0, 3.2, 2.0 (f-i); 3.2, 2.6 
and 1.8 (f3); 1.8, 2.8, 1.2 (fi) cm. 

2 n d Vert e bra. Thirteen specimens. 'With one exception all lack 
. the neural spine and prezygapophyses, and in some specimens the postzyga

pophyses are also missing. The exceptional vertebra retains the proximal 
third of its neural spine as well as both pairs of zygapophyses. The material 
exhibits a wide range of weathering. 

Centrum measurements, taken as for the 1st vertebra, are: 5.6, 4.7 and 
2.2 (ii); 4.7,4.0 and 2.0 (f4); 3.5, 3.5 and 2.2 (Ii); 3.0, 3.0 and 2.3 (fi); 2.7, 2.6 
and 1.4 (f3); 2.1, 1.8 and 0.8 (H); 1.8, 1.6 and 0.8 (fiil. One specimen is too 
badly damaged for accurate measurement. 

3 r d Ve r 1e bra .- Twenty-four specimens, showing various degrees 
of weathering and preservation; none is entire. Centrum measurements 
~aken as above: 5.5,"'.6 and 2.5 (f5); 5.0, 4.5 and 2.4 (f6); 4.5, 3.7 and 2.0 (f8): 
4.0, 3.0 and 1.5 (f4); 3.7, 2.5 and 1.5 (U) cm. 

In addition, there is a specimen of vertebrae 3 and 4 preserved in 
articulation; centrum measurements (as above), taken from the 3rd vertebra, 
are 5.5, 4.5 and 2.8 cm. 

4 t h V e r t e bra. - One well-preserved and almost entire bone lacks 
only the distal half of its neural spine. Centrum measurements (as above) : 

IJIII""" 
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1.8, 1.6 and 1.3 em.. Two other fourth vertebrae are less well preserved 
and measure 3.7, 2.7 and 2.2 em, and 3.5, 2.7 and 2.3 em respectively. 

Two specimens each comprise the 2nd-4th vertebrae still in articulation. 
Since the fourth vertebra in one group is damaged, measurements for this 

are taken from the posterior face of the third vertebra: breadth 4.5, 
height ca.3.5, length 2.3 cm. In the other specimens, measurements taken 
from the posterior face of the fourth vertehra are: 4.5 and 2.S cm. 

o the r pre c a u d It I v e l' t e bra e. 

Because characters serving to identify individually the fifth to eleventh 
vertebrae are not always trenchant, even when preserved, it is necessary 
to consider these elements grouped as 5th-7th; Sth-l1th and 10th-11th vertebrae. 

In most specimens the neutral spine is wanting, although the basal 
portion of the neural arch is sometimes present. Otherwise these bones are 
well and have undergone only slight weathering. 

Vert e bra e 5 - 7. ~ Twenty-four specimens. Measurements are given 
for the breadth of the anterior face, depth of this face and the length of 
the centrum: 6.4, 4.7 and 6.5; 6.0, 4.5 and 4.5; 5.7, 4.4 and 4.0(f2), 
4.5 and ld (f2); 4.0 and 3.5; 5.3, 4.0 and 3.2; 5.2, 4.1 and 3.S; 4.8, 4.2 and 
3.8; 4.8, 3.7 and 3.0: ·1.7, ca. 3.6 and 3.2; 4.4, 3.5 and 3.0 (f2); 4.3, 3.5 and 3.0; 
4.2, 3.8 and 3.0; 4.2, 3.3 and 3.3; 3.4, 3.0 and 2.8; 2.9, 2.2 and 2.0; 2.3, 2.0 
and 1.9. One specimen is too badly damaged for even approximate measure
ment. 

Ve r t e bra e San d 9. Sixteen specimens; measurements taken 
as above: 6.0, 4.5 and li.5 (f3); 5.2, 4.5 and ·±.O (f3); 4.5, 4.4 and 3.n (f3); 
4,.3,4.0 and 3.4(fi): 4.0, 3.7 and 3.2(f2); 3.6, 3.2 and 3.1(fi); 2.8, 2.8 and 2.6(ft); 
1.8, 1.8 and 1.8 (f2) cm. 

Ve 1" t e bra e 10 It n d 1 L ~ Twelv8 specimens; thfl cenlrum is 
damaged in five specimens and none has well preserved neural arches or 
lateral parapophyses. Measurements as above: - 6.4, 5.2 and 4.0; 6.0, 5.2 
and 4.6 (£2); 4.S, 4.6 and 4.0 (f4); 4.0, 4.0 and 4.3; 3.5, 3.2 and 3.0 (ft, plus 
one damaged vertebra estimated to have these dimensions); 3.0, 3.0 and 
2.5 (ft); 2.4, 2.4 and 2.4 (fi) cm. 

Caudal vertebrae. 

Forty-one specimens whose serial identity cannot be determined. The 
state of preservation and degree of weathering shown by these bones is 
comparable with that of the precaudal vertebrae, although a larger number 
of caudal elements has damaged centra. In only two specimens are the 
neural arches and spines preserved, and in none is the haemal arch present. 
Measurements (as above) are: 5.0, 4.8 and 3.8 to 4.6, 4.2 and 4.0 (f7): 3.8, 

"""" 
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4.2 and 3.4(f8); 3.6, 3.6 and 3.3(fi); 3.2, 3.5 and 2.5 to 3.0, 3.0 and 2.5(H4); 
2.8, 2.8 and 2.6(f5); 2.6,2.6 and 2.5 to 2.5, 2.5 and 2.0(f3); 2.0, 2.0 and 2.0(f2); 
1.5, 1.5 and 1.9(H) em. 

Pen u I tim ate and I a s t v e r t e bra e. - One specimen comprising 
botb these elements in association. Another specimen is of the last vertebl'a 
only. 

o the r ve r t e bra e. - The serial identity of twenty-seven vertebrae 
(and one fragment) cannot be determined; tbe majority are probably pre
caudal elements. 

Pee tor a I g i r die. Represented by three fragmentary specimens of 
the cleithrum, which are, however, sufficiently characteristic to allow their 
immediate identification. 

J:;' ins. 

S pin e s. - Thirty-eight specimens of various lengths, but including 
the proximal articular portion, are most probably dorsal fin-spines; the 
possibility that some may be anal spines cannot entirely be discounted. 
Two distal fragments are tentatively assigned to Lates. 

Ten additional fragments should probably be refel'red to this genus. 
Interneural and interhaemal pterygiophores: The distal ends of five 

interneurals, togetber with the proximal two-thirds of a sixth specimen are 
placed in this genus, as are f 0 uri nco m pIe t e in t e r h a e m a Is. 

P e c tor a I fin ray s . - li'our articulated rays f!'Om the anterior part 
of the fin are assigned to Lates. 

Pee tor a I s pin e. A small fragment from the distal end of a spine 
Should pl'Obably be referred to this genus. 

Fam. CICHLIDAE. 

Tilapia sp. 

This species is very poorly represented by a caudal vertebra, lacking both 
neural and haemal arches (from a fish ca. ~o cm S.L.), and by distal portions 
of two interhaemal pterygiophores, from fishes of about the same size. 

Since there are so few specimens of Tilapia from this site, and because 
the genus is not represented in other deposits of this age, the possibility 
that these specimens were derived from younger deposits cannot be 
overruled. 
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GENERICALLY INDETERMINABLE MATERIAL. 

Fin - s pin e s . 6 fragments, one probably from a Siluroid fish and 
five from percomorphs. 

Pte r y g i 0 P h 0 r e . A fragment. 

? Bas i 0 c c i pit a I . A fragment probably from the basioccipital facet. 

Den t i g e r 0 usb 0 n e s . Two; one possibly a fragment of Lates 
pharyngeal bone, the other probably from the dentary of this species. 

Of particular interest are two, small, sub-circular objects which cannot 
even definitely be considered as fish remains. Their smooth, almost polished 
exterior is suggestive of enamel and compares closely in texture and colour 
with the enamel surface of Hydrocyon teeth from this horizon. The 
presumed upper surface has the form of a low dome; the lower aspect is 
less regular in outline, with a narrow circular periphery enclosing a 
shallow, reddish-brown concavity. A distinct neck separates the curved 
upper surface from the narrow periphery of the lower surface. rl'he greatest 
diameter of the two specimens is 0.65 and 0.5 cm, and the least diameter is 
0.0 and 0.4 cm. 

Since these objects are at unidenWiable it is only possible to 
suggest that they may be pharyngeal teeth of some large fish, perhaps an 
extinct Cyprinid, or, as seems more probable, they may be parasphenoidal 
teeth from a large Hyperopisus-like fish. 

SITE II 
Kanyatsi. Beds of Kaiso age (p.85). Fossils detatched by 

erosion and the trampling of animals. 

OSTARIOPHYSI 

SILUROIDEA 

Fam. BAGRIDAE. 

Siluroid fishes from this deposit are very poorly represented by fragments 
tentatively assigned to the Bagrid genera A~uchenoglanis and Clarotes . 

..... 
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Auchenoglanis sp. 

The proximal part of a pectoral spine, including the articular head, is 
referred to this genus on the basis of the detailed structure of its various 
articular surfaces. 

Olarotes sp. 

The damaged proximal ends of two pectoral spines are assigned to this 
genus. As in the spines refered to Auchenaglanis, few characters are 
preserved which will permit precise diagnosis. In neither of the Cla/ales 
spines is the articular part entire, but the major head is fairly complete 
III both specimens. 

A fragment of dentary is tentatively identified as that of Cla/ales. 

Fam. CLARIIDAE. 

Two fragments of dentigerous bones are probably derived from Clariid 
fishes. 

GENERICALLY INDETERMINABLE SILUROIDEA. 

(i) A small and badly damaged pectoral spine fragment. 

(ii) Part of a pectoral spine still associated with its matrix. 

(iii) Three fragments of fin-spines. 

PERCOMORPHI 

Fam. CENTROPOMIDAE. 

Lates cf. L. niloticus. 

N e u roc ran i u m. - (i) Part of a skull comprising the entire right 

l 
I side of the basioccipital, the lower part of the exoccipital (including the 

greater part of its condyle), that portion of the opisthotic enclosed between 
the exoccipital, basioccipital and the parasphenoid, and the posterior part 
of the parasphenoid. An almost undamaged first vertebra is preserved 
in situ. Neurocranial length of the entire skull is estimated to be ca. 23 cm. 

(ii) Basioccipital: two specimens, neither entire. Estimated to be from 
neurocrania ca. 25 and ca. 35 cm long . I 

................ ~ ............~-....... --~--------------~.............~. --_...... ...--_... . 
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(iii) Vomer: one incomplete specimen but including the dentigerous 
area, which is cardiform in outline; from a skull ca. 25 cm long. 

(iv) Parasphenoid : six fragments of various sizes, representing portions 
from the preorbital region of this bone. All are derived from large fishes. 

Jaws. 

Den tal' y. - Six fragments (4 left, 2 right) from the anterior (sym
physial) portion; all are from large fishes. As an indication of size, the 
vertical height at the symphysis is given: Left: 4.2; 3.9; 2.9; and 2.7 cm. 
Right: 3.5 and 3.1 cm. 

Pre m a x i II a. - A small fragment from the anterior half of the bone; 
derived from a large fish. Another, and even more fragmentary specimen 
is also derived from a fish. 

Art i cui a r. . Two badly damaged specimens (both right) each 
comprising the facet and region immediately surrounding it; both are 
derived from large fishes. The greatest length of the facet is 2.1 and 2.7 cm 
for the specimens respectively. 

Qua d rat e . A single fragmentary specimen. The greatest breadth 
of the articular surface is 1.8 cm. 

Pre 0 per cuI urn. (i) A large fragment which comprises the greater 
part of the vertical limb and a small portion of the horizontal limb. The 
characteristic spines at the lower angle are damaged, but the origin of the 
first two, ventrally directed spines is preserved. The estimated height of 
the vertical limb taking its sensory canal openings as base is 17 cm. 

(ii) A small fragment from the lower part of a vertical limb, immediately 
above its point of curvature into the horizontal limb. 

(iii) A. somewhat smaller specimen, still associated with its matrix. 'rhis 
bone is no more complete than either specimen described above, but repre
sents an entit'e horizontal limb with the three ventrally directed spines well 
preserved. 

Pectoral girdle. 

C lei t h rum. Hepresented by three specimens. (i) A fragment from 
the angle between vertical and horizontal limbs of the bone; derived from 
a very large fish. 

(ii) A smaller fragment also from the same region. 

(iii) A small fragment from the horizontal limb immediately anteriol 
to the angle between horizontal and vertical limbs; from a very large fish. 

? Sup r a c lei t rum - A single specimen, derived from a very large 
fish, is considered to be the proximal end of this bone . 

.... 
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Vertebrae. 

Unless specified otherwise, all measurements of breadth and height were 
taken from the anterior face of the centrum. 

Fir s t ve r t e bra. A well preserved and almost entire specimen, 
breadth 3.9; height 3.2 and length 2.3 cm; a fragment (the right half of the 
centrum), estimated breadth and length 6.5 and 3.5 cm respectively; a 
fragment comprising the right anterior facet and a small part of the centrum 
immediately below it, thought to be derived from a vertebra about 4 cm 
broad and 2.5 cm long. 

Sec 0 n d ve r t e bra. Two specimens, one almost complete, the 
other lacking its neural arch and prezygapophyses; b.3.1, h.3.4 and 1.1.6; 
1.7, 1.7 and 0.8 cm respectively. 

T h i r d v e r t e bra. Four specimens, one of which is badly damaged. 
(i) b.6.4, h.4.9, 1.3.0 cm; (ii) 1.8, 1.3 cm; (iii) 1.8, 1.5, 1.1 cm: no meas
urements were made on the fourth specimen. 

Pre c a u d a 1 ve r te bra .-- Five fragments of centra, three from 
large fishes and two from smaller individuals. 

Ca u d a 1 vert e bra e . Two almost complete specimens (b.3.3, h.2.9 
and 1.3.0 and 2.8, 2.8, 2.5 cm) and two fragments. 

Fin-spines. 

Four large fragments from the proximal ends of Percomorph fin-spines 
should probably be assigned to Lates. Two other fragments, from the 
distal end, are also referred to this genus bu~ with less certainty. 

INDETERMINABLE MATERIAL. 

Fourteen fragments and three large specimens are undoubtedly of fish 
origin, but cannot be identified further. 

w--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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SITE III 
Katanda aval, Upper Semliki. Deposits of Kaiso age, extend

ing some metres above the water and forming a small hill below the ford 
(pp. 43 and 46). 

OSTARIOPHYSI 

SILUROIDEA 

Fam. BAG RI DAE. 

Clarotes sp. 

Ten tat i v e ide n t i f i cat ion s . - (i) The poorly preserved anterior 
region of a large skull is tentatively assigned to Clarotes. The specimen 
comprises the dermethmoid and part of the prefrontal of each side. Few 
diagnostic characters are preserved but the shape of the dermethmoid is 
nearest that of Clarotes and there are traces of Clarotes-like tubercles present 
on the posterior part of the prefrontal. 

(ii) The anterior fused vertebral mass; a single specimen derived from 
a large fish. Almost the entire length of the fused centra is complete and 
a large part of the right lateral wing is present. The base of the median 
dorsal plate is preserved, as are the basal and lower portions of the paired 
and posterioly directed spines. As far as can be determined from this 
fragmentary and fragile specimen the morphology of the elements preserved 
is nearer that of the vertebral mass in Clarotes than in Bagrus. 

A large and extensively damaged skull can be definitely assigned to 
Clarotes. Besides the neurocranium some elements of the branchiocranium 
and an almost entire pectoral girdle are preserved in situ. The whole 
structure has undergone dorso-ventral compression so that the hyoman
dibulae, pterygoids and operculae are displaced laterally. The hyoid arch 
is less affected, whilst the pectoral girdle is apparently undistorted. Many 
bones are damaged, especially on their superficial surfaces. 

N e u roc ran i u m . - The exposed dorsal surface is rather fragmentary 
and none of the roofing bones is preserved in their entirety. 

E t h m 0 i d . - Only the left side of the ethmoid, and an almost complete 
left prefrontal are present. The tuberculate ornamentation on the ethmoid 

-
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is eon fined to its antero-medial aspeets and is replaeed postero-medially, 
and to a lesser degree laterally, by fairly well defined divergently radiating 
ridges. 

v 0 mer. Part of the left vomerine tooth-band is visible on the under
surfaee of the skull. 

Fro n t a Is. Both frontals are ineomplete. Although sutures eannot 
be determined with certainty, it seems probable that the anterior part of 
the left frontal and its union with the ethmoid of that side are preserved. 
The right frontal is present only in its posterior extension, including part of 
the junction with the sphenotic. The frontals bear numerous discrete 
tubercles which are not uniformly distributed but aggregated into posterior 
and lateral fields, separated by a zone of fine striations. Both the striae and 
the tubercles are arranged radiately. 

Part of a deep fontanelle separating left and right frontals is preserved. 
Neither sphenotic is present although there is a clearly defined outline 

impression of the right sphenotic. 
None of the dorsal or dorso-lateral bones posterior to the frontals is 

preserved on the left side of the neurocranium. 
The right pterotic is almost complete although much of its dorsal surfaee 

is damaged. Where present, the ornamentation is tuberculate, with the 
tubereles smaller and more densely aggregated than those of the frontals 
and ethmoid. Laterally, the right hyomandibula lies in intimate contact 
with the pterotic. 

'1'he entire oecipitaJ region is wanting. 

Branehiocranium. 

H yom and i b u 1 a e . The greater part of both hyomandibulae is 
well preserved; the right hyomandibula is apparently in articulation with 
its pterotic facet. 

The posterior part of the pterygoid is present on each side. Anteriorly, 
a small part of .the forward end of the arch is visible below the left prefrontal. 
It is overlain by part of the somewhat laterally displaced palatine. Conse
quent upon this displacement, the dentigerous patch of the palatine is so 
orientated that it overlies and is continuous with the left vomerine 
tooth-band. 

H y 0 ida l' c h . - The slightly damaged epi-, cerato- and hypohyals of 
both sides, together with their median basihyal are preserved in situ. 
These bones are displaced laterally to a degree comparable with the hyo
mandibulae and pterygoids. 

Ope r cui a e . The entire right operculum is preserved and the left 
is represented by an almost complete outline impression. Ornamentation 
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of the right operculum takes the form of numerous distinct and narrow 
ridges radiating centrifugally from a focus near the facet. 

Ja ws. 

Pre m a x i II a can d Den tar i e s . - Nearly the entire left premaxilla 
is preserved in approximately its natural position; only a median fragment 
of the right premaxilla remains. The left dentary is represented by its 
antero-median portion, and the right merely by its symphysial head. 

P e ct 0 r a I g i r dIe. This massive structure is only slightly damaged. 
The lateral surfaces of the cleithra are strongly ornamented with large, 
well-spaced tubercles; the slight swellings which overlie the articular fossae 
for the pectoral spines are ornamented with several vertical and sub-parallel 
ridges. On each side, the heads and proximal ends of the pectoral spines 
are preserved in articulation; because the exposed surfaces are badly 
weathered, it is impossible to determine the nature of any ornamentation 
which might have been present on the spines. 

fi'ragments of both post-temporals are still associated with their respective 
cleithra. 

Within the limits imposed by its fragmentary nature, this specimen is 
comparable in size and general appearance with a skull described by 
ARAMBOURG (1947) from the Omo Beds of Lake Rudolf. ARAMBOURG refered 
his specimen to Clarotes laticeps, but I do not consider the Ishango specimen 
to be sufficiently well-preserved to warrant specific identification. 

Only four measurements can be estimated with any accuracy. 
Length (measured from the anterior ethmoidal mid-point to the posterior 

margin of the pterotic) : ca. 30 cm. 
Greatest hreadth (taken across the hyomandibulae heads after « restoring» 

them to their natural position) : ca. 18 cm. 
Length of right sphenotic (taken along its lateral margin) : ca. 8 CIll. 

Greatest length of right pterotic : ca. 10 cm. 

GENERICALLY INDETERMINABLE MATERIAL. 

Vert e bra e. A number of anterior abdominal vertebrae, apparently 
derived from one individual, is preserved within a lump of matrix. Several 
vertebrae are still arranged serially, whilst others, more anterior in the 
series, are displaced. These bones are very similar to comparable elements 
in the vertebral column of Bagrus, to which genus they are tentatively 
assigned. 

UNIDENTIFIABLE MATERIAL. 

Twenty fragments and impressions of bones, some of \vhich are only 
doubtfully considered to be of fish origin . 

.... 
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SITE IV 
K a s a k a, fa c e a Sen g Il, Upper Semliki. K a i sob e d s, outcropping 

about 15-20 metres above the water, and situated on the left bank of the 
Semliki, slightly before the junction of Semliki and Kasaka rivers (pp. 40
41). Fossils freed by erosion and by the trampling of animals. 

OSTARIOPHYSI 

SILUROIDEA 

Fam. BAGRIDAE. 

GENUS IKDETERMINABLE. 

Ve r t e bra e. One anterior precaudal vertebra (from a large fish) 
which compares closely with serially equivalent vertebrae in Bagrus. 
Centrum measurements, taken from the anterior face, are: breadth ca. 3.4, 
height 3.7 and lengtb 1.6 cm. 

P e c tor a I s pin e s. - Two damaged specimens; in each the articular 
head and proximal third of the spine are preserved. Because of their poor 
preservation, these specimens arc assigned only tentatively to the Bagridae. 

Fam. MOCHOCIDAE. 

Synodontis sp. 

Four fragments of dorsal spines are referred to this genus, as are two 
fragments thought to be derived from pectoral spines. 

FAMILY INDETERMINABLE. 

Two very fragmentary pectoral spines probably should be assigned to 
the Bagridae. 

One fragment from the proximal end of a dorsal spine closely resembles 
this spine in extant Auchenoglanis occidentalis, especially with regard to 
its coarse sculpturing. 

r 
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PERCOMORPHI 

Fam. CENTROPOMIDAE. 

Lates sp. 

One, well-preserved gill-raker from the epibranchial of arch I can 
definitely be referred to this genus. Length: ca. 4.7 em. (Measured from 
the basal mid-point to the distal tip). 

Ten fragments of fin-rays should probably be assigned to Lates. 

INDETERMINABLE MATERIAL. 

Three large fragments (probably parts of the parasphenoid) representing 
at least two genera, together with five smaller fragments also of neuro
crania! origin, cannot be identified further. 

SITE IV a 

Between Ish an g a and K any a t s i (point fossilifere L. 273 et L. 352) 
about 40 metres above the lake. 

OSTARIOPHYSI 

Fam CHARACIDAE. 

Hydrocyon sp. 

This genus is represented by three, well-preserved teeth. Height of 
teeth (measured directly from base to tip) in millimetres ca. 15.0, 15.3 
and 19.0 . 

... 
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PERCOMORPHI 

Fam. CENTROPOMIDAE. 

Lates sp. 

Two large (length of each centrum ca. 5 cm) and almost complete centra 
of abdominal vertebrae, with a fragment h'om a third, preserved in situ; 
five other vertebrae (4 abdominal and i caudal) and one vertebral fragment. 
A fragment of fin spine should probably be referred to this genus. 

SITE V 
Sen g a, Upper Semliki. K a i sob e d s outcropping about 1O-i5 metres 

above the water. Situated on the right bank, somewhat below the rapids 
and the junction of the Semliki and Kasaka rivers (p. 37). Fossils freed by 
erosion and by the trampling of animals. 

OSTARIOPHYSI 

SILUROIDEA 

Fam. BAGRIDAE. 

? Auchenoglanis sp. 

The material listed below is tentatively referred to Auchenoglanis since 
trenchant diagnostic characters are not present in any specimen. Identi
fication is on the basis of greater correspondence with comparable structures 
in Auchenoglanis than in any other extant Siluroid genus. The specimens 
comprise: 

(i) The posterior part of the basioccipital, including its facet; derived 
from a fish with ::l neurocranial length greater than i6 cm (the largest 
A. occidentalis available to me). The facet measures 3.i cm in breadth 
and is 3.i cm high. 

jIii'" 
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(ii) A neurocranial fragment whose curvature and ornamentation agree 
closely with certain bones in the skull of A. occidentalis; also derived from 
a large fish. 

(iii) A left humeral process and postero-lateral part of the cleithrum; 
from a fish as large as that, or those, from which specimens (i) and (ii) 
originated. 

(iv) Part of the proximal two-thirds of a large pectoral spine. 

PERCOMORPHI 

Fam. CENTROPOMIDAE. 

Lates sp. 

The genus is poorly represented by the following specimens: 

1 s t V e r t e bra. - Rather weathered and possibly somewhat com
pressed; from a large fish. Depth (posterior face of the centrum) 5.2, 
breadth (anterior face) 5.7 and length 3.2 cm. 

Po s t e rio r pre c a u d a I vert e bra. - A well-preserved but incom
plete specimen: Breadth (anterior face) 2.8, height (anterior face) 2.7 and 
length 2.6 cm. 

Pre 0 per cuI u m. A fragment from the lower part of the vertical 
limb; estimated to be derived from a fish about 100 cm standard length. 

Qua d rat e. A small fragment from the antero-ventral angle; derived 
from a large fish. 

GENERICALLY INDETERMINABLE MATERIAI~. 

(i) A small bone, possibly part of the proximal end of a Siluroid pectoral 
spine. 

(ii) Four fragments, of uncertain origin . 

... 
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SITE VI 
Katanda amont, Upper Semliki. Beds of the Semliki Series 

(Middle Pleistocene), situated on 1he right bank, about 23 metres 
above the water (p. 47). 

Fish remains from this site are few in number and very fragmentary. 
In most cases, generic identification is problematical. 

OSTARIOPHYSI 

SILUROIDEA 

CLARIIDAE. - A fragment of neurocranium has ornamentation closely 
approximating that of present-day Clarias. An anterior precaudal vertebra 
is also referred to this genus (breadth 2.9 cm, height 2.8 cm [both from the 
anterior face of the centrum] and length 0.9 cm). 

BAGRIDAE. - Three fragments of flat bone with coarse, tuberculate 
ornamentation are tentatively referred to this family. They may represent 
species of Clarotes or Chrrysichthys. 

? MOCHOCIDAE (? Synodontis). Represented by the proximal part 
of a fin-spine estimated to be derived from a fish about 20 cm standard 
length. 

Unidentifiable material. Four fragments of bone. 

In addition to this material Dr. DE HEfNZEUN has kindly sent me a few 
further specimens collected by him in 1954. 

These specimens at'e identified as follows : 

CLARIIDAE (Clarias sp.). A fragment of neurocranium. 

? BAGRIDAE. Four fragments of neurocranium should probably be 
referred to this family, although their ornamentation is coarser than that 
seen in extant Clarotes and Chrysichthys. 

Additional material collected from this site in 1954 
(27-30 m above the river) : 

Synodontis : fragment of pectoral spine. 
Lates : a fragment of vertebra (and possibly one other fragment). 

-
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SITE VII 
As for sit e V I, except that the fossils were collected from a dispersed 

outcrop (p. 47). 
Only three fish-fossils can be identified with certainty. 

OSTARIOPHYSI 

CYPRINOIDEA 

CYPRINIDAE (Barbus sp.). - Represented by the crown of the largest 
tooth in the pharyngeal series; derived from a fish ca. 75 em standard 
length. 

SILUROIDEA 

CLARIIDAE. - The posterior half of a left dental'Y (from a fish 
ca. 60 em standard length) is referred to the genus Clarias. 

G e n e ric a 11 yIn d e t e r min a b 1 e mate ria 1. - A small fragment 
of thin, curved bone, probably from the rim of a centrum . 

..... 
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SITE VIII a 

Ishango G. INF., at the source of the ·Semliki. Excavations, 
Debris derived from ancient formations (t hem a.i 0 l' it y fro m K a is 0 

bed s). 'rhe bones black, heavy and ro11e(t. 

DIPNOI 

Fam. LEPIDOSIRENIDAE. 

Protopterus sp. 

1'he only specimen of Protopterus from this deposit is an incomplete, 
and heavily rolled, left dentary and splenial tooth-plate. 

This splenial tooth-plate differs slightly from those of extant Protopterus 
which I have examined, or, for' which figures are available. The 

principal difference lies in the fossil possessing Ie deep, medially directed 
depression which separates the low, continuous inner ridge from the third 
(postel'ior) outer ndge. In P. aethiopicus these two ridges run imperceptibly 
into oneanother. Nothing indicates that the depression in the fossil is due 
to weal' or post-mortem damage. 

A less obvious difference is that the third ridge is sh01't in relation to the 
total length of the tooth-plate. The validity of this ratio is perhaps doubtful, 
SU1ce in P. aethiopicus it shows some size correlated variation, wlth the third 
ridge longer in large fishes. 

The entire tooth-ridge, measm'ed over its long axis from the posterior 
edge to the symphysial surface, is 5.3 em long. 

OSTARIOPHYSI 

SILUROIDEA 

Fam. CLARIIDAE. 

Eight fragments 01 sculptured neurocranial bones are placed in this 
family on the basis of their ornamentation. They should probably be 
l'eferred to the genus Clarias . 

.. 
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Fam. MOCHOCIDAE . 

. Synodontis sp. 

One specimen only, (the articular head and proximal quarter of a pectoral 
spine) is referred to this genus. The relatively slight degree of weathering 
shown by the spine is in marked contrast to the other, heavily weathered 
specimens from this deposit. 

Fam. BAGRIDAE. 

Clarotes sp. 

Two incomplete pectoral fin spines (left and right) are assigned to this 
species. Two damaged pectoral spines (both right), together with the 
proximal end of a third specimen, and two distal fragments are tentatively 
referred to Clarotf!s. 

SILURO/DEA., FAMILY INDETERMINABLE. 

Four fragments of dentigerous bones. 

PERCOMORPHI 

Fam. CENTROPOMIDAE. 

Lates sp. 

Vertebrae provide the only evidence for the presence of Lates in this 
deposit. All specimens are somewhat rolled. 

Fir s t vert e bra. - One specimen, from a large fish. Measurements 
taken from the posterior face are: breadtp 4.4, height 4.5, length 3.3 cm. 

T h i r d vert e bra. One, damaged specimen: breadth 3.4 and length 
1.7 cm. 

F 0 U l' t h v e r t e h I' a. - Four specimens whose measurements (taken 
from the anterior face) are: (i) b. :1.9, h. 2.0, L 3.1 cm; (ii) estimated to be 
about the same size as (i) but split obliquely across its long axis; (iii) b. 3.9, 
h. 2.0, 1. 3.1 em; (iv) b. 2.'7, h. 1.1, 1. 2.0 cm. 

po 
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A badly damaged vertebra is identified as a posterior precaudal element. 
There are also two anterior caudal vertebrae (measurements as above) ; 

(i) b. 2.8, h. 3.0, 1. 2.5 cm; (ii) b. 1.7, h. 1.7, 1. 1.6 em, and one face of 
a large vertebra whose greatest and least diameters are 6.6 and 6.0 cm 
respectively. 

SITE VIII b 
As for VIII a, bul the debris probably autochthonous; trench N 143G fij, 

G. INF.; lower level of the Ishango terrace (Epi-Pleistocene). Bones light
brown to dark brown in colour, relatively light, porous and little rolled. 

OSTARIOPHYSI 

SILUROIDEA 

Fam. BAGRIDAE. 

Olarotes sp. 

The articular heads of two pectoral spines (1 left, 1 right) are referred 
to this genus. 

Fam. MOCHOCIDAE. 

Synodontis sp. 

The genus is represented only by a number of incomplete fin-spines 
identified as follows; 

Do r s al s pin e. - Three specimens all from fishes of about 25 em 
standard length. 

P e c tor a I s pin e. -- Six specimens (three from the proximal end 
[i left, 2 right] and three from the distal end of the spine); derived from 
fishes between i8 and 30 em standard length. 

SILUROIDEA, FAMILY INDETERMINABLE. 

Part of a dorsal fin-spine. 
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CYPRINOIDEA 


Fam. CYPRINIDAE. 


Barhus sp. 


Material referred to this genus comprises one vertebra (from a fish about 
40 cm standard length) and, less certainly, part of the third (ossified) 
dorsal ray. 

PERCOMORPHI 

Fam. CENTROPOMIDAE. 

Lates sp. 

Three caudal vertebrae, from fishes of ca. 65-70 cm slandard length. 

Fam. CICHLIDAE. 

Tilapia sp. 

Pre c a u d a 1 v e r t e bra e. -- Five specimens, one from a fish of 
ca. 40 cm. slandard length and four from individuals of ca. 35 cm. 

Fir s tin t ern Bur alp t e l' y g i 0 Ph 0 r e. One, the articular 
surface only; from a fish of 45-50 cm standard length. 

Fin s pin e s. 

A n a I s pin e ... - One; this stout and shod spine is probably the second 
anal spine from a fish of ca. 45-50 cm standard length. 

Do r s a I s pin e s. One anterior spine, almost entire, and one other, 
more posterior in the series (from a fish or fishes of about 40 cm standard 
length). There is also a somewhat rotted fragment, probably from a dorsal 
spine. 

P e c tor a 1 s pin e. One almost entire and well preserved spine, 
from a fish ca. 45 cm standard length. 

GENERICALLY UNIDEKTIFIABLE MATERIAL. 

(i) a fin-spine; (ii) one vertebra; (iii) a fragment of bone, possibly not of 
fish origin . 

.... 
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SITE Ville 
As above, but treneh N 43G E. 

Material from this site is well preserved, shows few signs of weathering 
and is lightly mineralized. Consequently, it contrasts strongly with the 
heavily mineralized and weathered speeimens of site VIII a, particularly 
with regard to the preservation of fine detail. In many respects, including 
the adherent micaceous matrix, the appearance of fossils from site VIlle 
closely resembles that of specimens from VIII b and from the Makalian 
deposits of site IX. 

DIPNOI 

Fam. LEPIDOSIRENIDAE. 

Protopterus cf. P. aethiopicU8. 

Den t a I' y and s pIe n i a Ito 0 t h - P I ate. - Seven specimens (5 left 
and 2 right); the entire dentary is present in one specimen, the tooth-plate 
is complete or very nearly complete in three, and is represented by its anterior 
part in four other specimens. Two indications of size are given: first, for 
complete teeth, the length of the tooth-plate, and secondly, for incomplete 
plates, the height of the first tooth fold. 

(i) 4.7, 4.0 and 4.2 cm; (ii) 1.4, 1.3, 1,2 (f2) cm. 

P a I a top t e r y g 0 i d too t h P I ate. One rather fragmentary spe
cimen, in which the first and second tooth-ridges are preserved. 

All these specimens are well-preserved; none shows any marked morpho
logical differences from comparable tooth-plates in Prolopterus aethiopicus. 

-...---------...--....~...-----------------
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OSTARIOPHYSI 

SILUROIDEA 

Fam. CHARACIDAE. 

Clarias cf. C. lazera and Clarias cf. C. mossambicus. 

The tentative specific identification is based on the surface sculpturing 
of the bones. 

C l a ria s l a z era. One prefrontal (from a fish about 75 cm standard 
length); two? post-temporals (from a fish of about 75 cm S.L.); Clarias 
mossambicus : two unidentifiable neurocranial bones. 

C l a ria ssp. in d e t. A fragment of parasphenoid. 

Fam. MOCHOCIDAE. 

Synodontis cf. S. frontosus. 

P e c tor a 1 g i r dIe. The specific identification of the fish from 
which this bone was derived is based on the restored outline of the left 
humeral process and on the sculpturing visible on part of the process. 

'fwo incomplete but well preserved pectoral spines are also referred to 
this genus. 

PERCOMORPHI 

Fam. CENTROPOMIDAE. 

Lates sp. 

Par asp hen 0 i d. ~ One large fragment. 

En top t e r y go i d. ~ A small fragment from the posterior end of the 
bone. 

Pre 0 per cuI urn. -- Two specimens. One is a fragment from the 
angle of the bone. The other is more complete, but lacks the horizontal 
anterior limb and the proximal part of the vertical limb. 

po 
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Den tar y. - One damaged specimen. 

Ve r t e bra. - A specimen of the second vertebra, well preserved and 
lacking only the neural arch. 

Except for the fragment of entopterygoid, all these bones were derived 
from fishes about 75 cm standard length. The entopterygoid is from a 
larger individual, probably about 85 cm standard length. 

Fam. CICHLIDAE. 

Tilapia sp. 

Part of the operculum (the upper anterior angle and articular facet) 
estimated as being derived from a fish about 28 cm standard Jenght. 

SITE IX 
Ish a n g 0, source of the Semliki; the principal fossiliferous beds 

(N.F.PR.) of Makalian (Epi-Pleistocene) age; (p. 65). 

DIPNOI 

Fam. LEPIDOSIRENIDAE. 

Protopterus cf. P. aethiopicus. 

Sixteen pa.latopterygoid tooth-plates are referred to Protopterus aethio
pic"us. Them is, however, some variability which, although worthy of note, 
is still within the limits of individual variation as observed in living fishes. 

Greatest departure from modal Protopterus aethiopicus tooth morphology 
is shown by the form of the ridge or hump which lies at the confluence of 
the second and third lateral tooth-ridges. In the extant material examined 
(six specimens) and in six of the fossils, this point is either a broad plateau 
or a short, broadly rounded ridge lying almost antero-posteriorly and at 
an obtuse angle to the second lateral ridge. In the remaining fossils it 
appears as a prominent, somewhat elongate peak almost equalling in size 
the first lateral tooth-ridge. Since hypertrophy of this inner ridge only 

3 
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occurs in larger specimens its development is probably a function of overall 
body size, and its manifestation probably related to diet. Evidence for the 
latter supposition is provided by the teeth of P. aethiopicus from Lake 
Victoria. In this lake, the species feeds mainly on Mollusca and the tooth 
plates of large fishes show greater signs of attrition than are evident in the 
teeth of comparable sized or even larger fossil individuals. 

The third, or posterior, lateral ridge exhibits great variation in its 
outline, which, although basically rhomboidal, may vary from an elongate 
to a short rhombus. 'l'his variation is not obviously correlated with size. 
In all the extant material examined the third ridge is clearly elongate, 
ill fact, more so than in any fossil. 

As in the young of living fishes, the cutting edge of the teeth in smaller 
specimens is serrated. 

The splenial tooth plate is represented by nine incomplete specimens. 
None shows any marked departure from that of Protopterus aethiopicus. 
If' addition there is a small fragment presumed to be derived from a splenial 
tooth. 

The material represents fishes from ca. 50 to ca. i50 cm total length. 

OSTARIOPHYSI 

SILUROIDEA 

Fam. CLARIIDAE. 

Clarias cf. O. lazera and Clarias cf. O. mossambicus. 

Nearly all the Clarias material from this site may be referred to species 
closely resembling C. lazera and C. mossambicus. The remaining specimens 
are without obvious diagnostic characters. 

Comparison of the neurocrania of Clarias lazera and C. mossambicus 
shows that although most elements do not differ in their outline or spatial 
relationships, some may be differentiated specifically on the basis of their 
superficial ornamentation. Other slight but specifically constant differences 
were noted in the form of the sutural surfaces uniting the frontals. 

The neurocranial elements preserved are: 

D e r met h m 0 i d..-- rrhirty specimens with Clarias lazera-like orna· 
mentation (tubercles more numerous, higher and more pointed), ten being 
almost entire and twenty from the anterior portion of the bone. 

One, almost complete specimen is referred to Clarias mossarnbicus. 

= 
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Pre fro n t a I s. Clarias {azera (more highly ornamentated, with ficer, 
more numerous and discrete tubercles), left 57, right 17 specimens. 

One prefl'ontal is tentatively referred to CZariasmossmnbicus and six 
others are considered specifically unidentifiable. 

Fro n t a I s. One character was delermined for distinguishing between 
the frontals of Clarias lazera and C. mossambicus, namely the ornamentation 
(tubercles more numer-ous and discrete in C. lazero). 

On the basis of this chamcter the material is divided as follows: 

Clarias laura: 44 specimens (19 left, 24 right and one paired); 

Clarias mossambicus : 2 specimens (left and right); 
Clarias sp. indeL : j5 fragments. 

None of these specimens is entire and the areas of the frontal represented 
by them are varied. 

Sup r a orb ita l. Only Clarios lazera is represented; the mat.erial 
comprises twenty-one fragments (15 left, 6 right), of which four are almost 
entire, thirteen are of the anterior third or less and four are from the middle 
third. 

Three fudher fragments are tentatively identified as supraorbitals. 

Jugal. Clarias sp.; three fairly complete bones (1 left, 2 right). 

Sup r a 0 r bit a 1. ~ Two entire (right) and two almost, entire bones 
(left and right) are assigned to Clarias lazera on the basis of their 
sculpturing. 

S P hen 0 tic. CZarias sp.; seven fragments only one of which is 
almost entire. Four other specimens are identified provisionally as pieces 
of Clarias sphenotic. 

De r m 0 S P hen at i c . One nearly complete bone can be referred to 
Clarias lazera. The dermosphenotic in this species has its tubercles arranged 
in centrifugally radiate striae, whereas in C. mossarnbicus the tubel'cles are 
distributed more irregularly. 

Sup r a ace i pit a 1. Twenty-two incomplete specimens; the majority 
from that part of the bone anterior to the fontanelle. The omamentation 
is considered to be nearer that of Clarias lazera than C. nwssambicus. 

One fairly complete specimen is referred to (:tariaSi rnossambicus. 

Pte rot i c. Eight fragments of pterotic are assigned to Clarias l{[zera 
because of their nurnerous, acute and densely arranged tubercles. 
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Pas t t e m par 11 I. - Three fragments, which cannot be identified 
specifically. Two other fragments are though to be derived from the post
temporal of Clarias. 

In addition to these identifiable neurocranial roofing bones, there are 
ninety-two fragments too small for accurate identification. Judging from 
the ornamentation of these bones, both Clarias lazera and C. nwssarnbicus 
are represented, the former species predominating. 

Two of the fragments represent a fish, or, fishes considerably larger 
than those from which the other fragments or more complete bones were 
derived. Both in their thickness and in possessing coarse, blunt tubercles, 
the exceptional fragments closely resemble Clariid neurocranial fragments 
found in lower gravel G. INF. at site VIn a (v ide p. 27) and may be 
derived from older deposits. 

Par asp hen 0 i d. The twenty-one fragments of parasphenoid can 
be divided into two groups of ten and eleven specimens each, representing 
the anterior and posterior halves of the bone respectively. No specific 
characters can be determined. 

Bas i 0 c c i pit a 1. - Eight, almost entire bones. 

v 0 mer i net 0 0 t b - ban d . A single fragment from the median 
part of the band, together with a splinter of the vomer itself. 

The following elements of the branchiocranium were identified: 

Pal at i n e. - Seven specimens (four entire and three less than half 
complete). 

H yom and i b u I a. Two fragments; derived from the postero-ventral 
aspect of the bone. 

Ope l' cui urn. Eight specimens, all more 01' less entire. 

V e n tr a I e I erne n t s 0 f the h y aid a l' c h. It should be noted 
that any apparent differences which may exist between these elements in 
Clarias nwssambicus and C. lazera are outweighed by intra-specific growth 
changes. 

Left. 

(i) Epihyal only: twenty specimens; the majority are broken at the epi
ceratohyal suture. 

(ii) Ceratohyal only: twelve specimens, fractured as above. 
(iii) Epihyal and ceratohyal : seven entire specimens. 
(iv) Ceratohyal and hypohyal : one specimen . 

..... 
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Right. 

(i) Epihyal only: nineteen specimens, mostly fractured as above. 

(ii) Ceratohyal only: seven specimens, mostly fractured as above. 
(iii) Epihyal and ceratohyal : one entire specimen. 

U r 0 h y a L -- Sixty-three specimens; with two exceptions all these bones 
are well preserved. 

Q u ad rat e.- Thirty-four specimens (i5 left, i9 right), none entire. 
Fracture lines are variable and no common breakage pattern can be detected. 

Art i c u 1 a r. Sixty-five specimens (28 left, 37 right). The majority 
is virtually entire, lacking only the most anterior projection. In only one 
case is there a fragment of the dentary still closely applied by its lateral 
sutural union. Although there appear to be at least two species represented, 
it is obvious from a study of extant material that changes in form associated 
with growth are as great as the differences observed in the fossils. 

Den tar y. - Fairly reliable characters for differentiating the denLary 
of Clarias rnossarnbicus from that of C. lazera were determined from a 
study of the skeletons of these species. But, the criteria cannot be applied 
to the fossil material with any certainty. 

There are ninety-five specimens in all, comprising forty-two left and 
fifty-three right rami. Two points of fracture are most frequent : (i) at or 
slightly behind the point where the dentigerous surface narrows laterally; 
(ii) immediately behind the most posterior extension of the dentigerous 
surface. 

Pectoral girdle. - Cleithrum. 

(i) Median ventral portion: represented by forty-four fragments of 
various sizes (i9 left, i7 right and 8 indeterminable). The marked striae 
and rugosities preserved in t.he fossils are nearer the ornamentation of 
Clarias lazera than of C. mossambicus. 

(ii) Lateral portion (especially the enlarged area accommodating the 
articular fossae for the pectoral spine) : twenty-two specimens (13 left, 
9 right). No trenchant diagnostic characters are preserved. 

(iii) Scapula and coracoid : four large fragments of both elements ill 
which the trochlea and glenoid facets are preserved, and three specimens 
comprising only the coracoid with part of the glenoid facet. 

P e c tor a! s pin e. - Twenty specimens (iO left, iO right), eight of 
which are practically undamaged; the remainder comprise the proximal 
half to third of the spine. In all, the articular head is present and only 
slightly damaged. 

_.- ,fI ....... 
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Vertebral col umn. 

Ant. e I' i 0 I' f use d ve I' t e b I' aIm ass. 'ren fragmentary specimens. 

In general it is impossible to differentiate Clarias lazera from C. mossarn
bicus on vertebral morphology. 

1st Vertebra: seven. 
2nd Vertebra : six. 
3rd Vertebra : twelve. 
4th Vertebra: seven. 
5th-9th Vertebra ; eighteen. 

It is remarkable that amongst. the great number of fish vertebrae 
recovered from this site, none can be unequivocally recognized as caudal 
vertebrae of Clarias. 

Rib s. -~ Thirteen small, hamate bones are identified as pleural ribs 
of Clarias. 

Size range and nurnberof individuals. 

The estimated size range of Clarias lazera from this deposit is 45-100 em, 
with a modal range of 75-80 cm; few fishes less than 60 cm are represenled. 
The minimum number of individuals present is estimated at 63 (the number 
of urohyal bones preserved). 

? Heterobranchus sp. 

With the exception of the vomerine tooth band and the dentary, the 
tentative generic identification of the specimens described below is based 
solely on characters of ornamentation. 

In IIeterobranchus the tuberculate ornamentation characteristic of many 
Clarias species is, to a large extent, replaced by radiating striae. This is 
particularly marked on the frontals, prefrontals and dermethmoid. \\Then 
present, tubercles are of a type intermediate between those of Clarias [{[zera 
and C. mossambicus. 

Fro ni, a 1. - 8 fragments (5 left, 3 right). 

Mesethmoid. One fragment. 

Lateral ethmoid. Two fragments. 

S ph e not i c. - One fragment. 

Po s t - t em po r n 1. - One fragment. 

Supraoccipital. A single fragment from the anterior end. 

One unidentifiable fragment of roofing bonE'. 

All these bones were derived from fishes of about 60 cm total length. 

-
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Den tar y . - A fragment from the posterior part of the bone. 

V 0 mer i net a a t h - ban d . - A small segment from the median part 
of the band, together with a splinter of vomer, is referred to Heterobranchus 
on the basis of its shape and the small dental alveoli, which indicate that 
the teeth were slender. It was derived from a fish longer than 60 em 
total length. 

Fam. MOCHOCIDAE. 

Synodontis spp. 

The genus Synodontis does not ocemr in the present fish-fauna of 
Lake Edward and it is therefore of considerable importance to determine 
what species were present when the Epi-Pleistocene beds were laid down. 

To this end, the fossils were cumpared with S;lJnodontis /rontosus, 
S. schall, S. nig1'ila, S. victoriae and S. a/ro-fischeri. These species were 
selected on the grounds of their present distribution as those most likely 
to have occmed within the Lake Edward basin, assuming of eourse, that the 
species were already evolved at that time. 

Sculpturing and ornamentation of neurocranial bones provide the most 
readily determined specific characters for fossil material which is often 
fragmentary. Additional criteria are provided by the shape and orna
mentation of the humeral process, and, the morphology of the dorsal fill
spine. 

These admittedly few and not altogether satisfactory characters suggest 
that most of the fossils may be referred to Synodonlis /rontosus, a species 
at present found in Lake Albert, the Nile, Lake Rudolf and Lake No. A few 
bones are apparently attributable to S. schall, whose present distribution is 
IJake Albert, the Nile and the NIger. 

Although, in the characters examined, correspondence between fos . .,ils 
and extant fishes may not be exact, there is no reasofl. to suppose that on 
morphological grounds the Ishango fishes represent an undescribed and 
presumably extinct species. rrhe differences observed are matched by the 
observed intra-specific variability of living Synodonlis /l'ontos1ls. 

The following bones were identified : 

Dermethmoid. Twenty-five specimens, of which twenty-one are 
almost entire. 

Pre fro n taL - Ten specimens (4 left, 6 right); all are entire or 
almost so. 

Fro n taL - One hundred lind forf.y-five specimens (59 left, 86 right), 
all referred to Synodonlis /rontosus; the majority is entire, or, virtually so. 
Most specimens exhibit a cancellous pattern underlying the superficial 

-
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tubercuI ate ornamentation. This deep pattern is considered to be an artifact 
resulling from partial decay and weathering of the bone before fossilization; 
it is present in most other Synodontis neurocranial bones from this site. 
Similar cancellous patterns were observed in the bones of extant Synodontis 
picked up as skeletons on the shore of Lake Rudolf, but are absent in 
skeletons prepared from fresh or preserved material. 

S ph e not i c .. - Nineteen specimens, mostly entire. 

Supraoccipital. Sixty-two specimens. 

Po s t - tern p 0 r nl. - Thirteen specimens (8 left, 5 right). 

Occipito nuchal plate: 

(il Anterior unpaired plate : one nlmost entire bone and sixteen frag
ments (11 left, 5 right) of various sizes; all have ornamentation of the 
Synodontis frontosus-type 

Two small fragments are tentatively identified as anterior nuchal plates. 
(ii) Postero-Iateral paired plates : three specimens (2 left, 1 right) are 

also referred to Synodontis frontosus. 

Forty-eight skull bones (neurocranial and probably some nuchal-plate 
elements) cannot be identified. All have ornamentation approximating to 
that of Synodontis frontosus. 

Bas i a c ~ i pit a L - l"our entire specimens, three of which compare 
dosely with the basioccipital in Synodontis frontosus; and the fourth 
(derived from a large fish) is more like that of S. schall. 

Pc c tor a I g i r dIe. 

Cleithrum and humeral process. On hundred and fifteen 
specimens (58 left, 57 right); with few exceptions, the lateral, dome-like 
expansion of the cleithrum and the greater part of the ascending limb are 
preserved. A large area of the humeral process is present in many 
specimens. 

The ornamentation of these bones is similar to that of Synodontis fron
tosus Further, in many specimens the humeral process is almost complete, 
or it is sufficiently complete to allow the reconstruction of its posterior 
outline. In this character too, the fossils resemble S. frontosus, in which 
the length/depth ratio of the humeral process is approximately unity. 

One hundred and fifty (62 left, 88 right) fragments, mostly of the lateral 
dome or the ascending cleithral limb, cannot be specifically identified. 

Only two specimens (one left and one right but from different indi
viduals) are tentatively referred to Synodonlis schall. In these two bones 
the lower margin of the humeral process has a predominantly striate pattern 
and an approximate reconstruction of their outline indicates that the 
humeral process was longer than deep . 

..... 
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Cor a c 0 i d. - Four fragments (1 left, 3 right) and in addition, a large 
fragment from the horizontal, median expansion of the bone. 

P e c tor a 1 s pin e. -- No trenchant specific characters were observed 
in the pectoral spines of the extant species examined; the fossils are therefore 
considered as specifically indeterminable. 

Rig h t s pin e. - Sixty-seven specimens, of which thirty-three are 
entire, or, two-thirds entire, nine have at least the proximal third intact 
and twenty-four have less than the proximal third preserved. One specimen 
has only the distal two-thirds preserved. The articular head is preserved 
III all but five spines. 

L eft s pin e. - Eighty-one specimens, comprising thirty-three complete, 
or, two-thirds complete, twenty-eight with at least the proximal third 
present and twenty with ~ess Lhan the proximal third intact. With one 
exception the articular head is present in each specimen. 

Do r sal fin - s pin e s. 

(i) Pungent spine: Some slight but certainly diagnostic characters serve 
to distinguish spines of Synodontis frontosus, S. victoriae and S. schall. 
The small adult size of S. afro-fischeri precludes its comparison with the 
other species. 

The spines of Synodontis victoriae and S. frontosus differ from those of 
S. schall in having a rounded as opposed to a laterally compressed cross
section. The spine of S. frontosus may be distinguished from that of 
S. victoriae by its having a low and not a high keel on the anterior face, 
by its stronger curvature and thirdly, by the longer and more numerous 
distal serrations on the posterior face. 

There are enough complete spines amongst the ninety-six specimens 
to assign the fossils to Synodontis frontosus with reasonable certainty. 

(ii) Second dorsal ray: This small, chevron-shaped bone which lies 
anterior to the pungent spine, is represented by nine almost undamaged 
specimens. 

Vertebrae. 

Only six anterior precaudal vertebrae were identified. This paucity of 
vertebrae is remarkable, especially when compared with the large number 
of cranial bones preserved. A similarly disproportionate ratio of cranial 
to axial skeletal parts was noted in the Clarias specimens from the same 

I deposit.I 
It is estimated that the size range of Synodontis from this deposit is r between 20 and 40 cm standard length; the modal size is about 35 cm. 

I The minimum number of individuals in the collection (based on the 
number of frontals preserved) is eighty-six, although the number of dorsal 
spines indicates a somewhat higher figure. 
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CYPRINIODEA 

Fam. CYPRINIDAE. 

Barbus cf. B. bynni and Barbus cf. B. altianalis. 

The majority of fish-fossils from Site IX is referable to this genus, which 
also provides the highest estimated number of individuals. 

The fossils consist mainly of branchiocranial elements, particularly 
lower phararyngeal bones and dissociated pharyngeal teeth; the neurocra
nium is very poorly represented. 

Two fairly clear-cut differences were found in the morphology of the 
pharyngeal bones and teeth of Barbus bynni (FORSK.) and B. altianalis 
(BOULENGER), the species thought most likely to occur in these deposits. 
On the basis of these characters, I consider that fishes resembling B. bynni 
and B. altianalis were present in Lake Edward during the Epi-Pleistocene. 
Since most of the pharyngeal bones and teeth resemble those of B. bynni 
it seems likely that this was the predominant species, or at least, morpho
logical type (see below). 

N e u roc ran i u m . Represented only by the basioccipital, of which 
there are thirty-four rather fragmentary specimens. 

Branchiocranium. 

H yom and i b u 1 a . ~ Ninety specimens (31 left, 59 right) most of which 
are almost entire and lack only the slender, distal limb. 

Operculum. Thirty-three specimens (14 left, 19 right), none entire. 

Pre 0 per cui u m. ~ Thirty-three fragmentary specimens (17 len, 
15 right and 1 indeterminable). 

? In tel' 0 per cui u m . ~ A single bone is tentatively identified as an 
interoperculum. 

Urohyal. Two specimens. 

Ceratohyal. ~ Three (2 left, 1 right). 

E p i h Y a 1 . One. 

? Metapterygoid. One almost entire bone has the general 
appearance of this element. 
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Qua d rat e . The anterior outline of the articular surface differs 
slightly in Barbus bynni and B. altianalis, being almost square in the latter. 

On this character, tbree bones (all left) may be assigned to Barbus altia
naZis and fifty-one (22 left, 29 right) to B. bynni. None of these specimens 
is entire. 

Art i cuI a r . Thirty-one fragmentary specimens (15 left, 1.6 right). 
The point of fracture is remarkably constant, and occurs slightly anterior 
to the facet. 

P a I at i n e . - Ten almost entire bones (7 left, 3 right). 

Jaws. 

Den tar y . - One hundred and ninety-one specimens (112 left, 79 right). 
There is some variation in the gl'OSS morphology of the fossil dentaries, 
particularly in the stoutness of the horizontal limb. This variability is, 
however, within intraspecific limits as determined fl'om the skeletons of 
present-day fishes. It is impossible to determine the specific identity of the 
fossils. 

M a x i II a . - Seventy-three specimens (25 left, 48 right) showing various 
forms of breakage. The maxillae of Barbus bynni and B. altianalis differ 
in the nature of the process to which the palato-maxillary ligament is 
attached. In B. altianalis there is a low boss at the point of insertion, 
whereas in B. bynni the ligament is attached to a shelf-like projection. 
Fossils in which this character can be checked are clearly of the « bynni )) 
type. 

Pre m a x i II a . Two fairly complete specimens (left and right) from 
fishes of markedly different sizes. 

Pharyngeal bones and teeth. 

It is difficult to' select trenchant criteria which may be used to separate 
the pharyngeal bones and teeth of Barbas bynni from those of B. altianalis. 
rrwo characters have been chosen, however, which although showing slight 
interspeCific overlap, prove reliable when large series are available. 

One of the characters is the form of the major pharyngeal tooth. The 
crown of this tooth is globose in Barbas bynni, but in B. altianalis it is more 
compressed and mammiform. If the teeth of small specimens are compared, 
a clearly defined difference is seen in the nature of the cusp. In B. altianalis 
the cusp rises smoothly from the crown, whereas in B. bynni it has the 
appearancee of a slight median protuberance from the otherwise convex 
occlusal surface. It is in the pattern of cusp attrition that the two species 
show greatest divergence. The low cusp of B. bynni is usually worn and 
only slightly evident even in small individuals; large fishes have the occlusal 
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surface worn into a definite and extensive pit, so that the originally globose 
crown becomes distinctly molariform. 

Attrition of this type is rarely encountered in Barbus all'ianalis. In this 
species, wear is slight and restricted to the cusp which retains its mammi
form appearance even in large individuals (80 cm standard length). 

Such differences in attritional pattern, although modified by the form 
of the unworn tooth, are probably related to differences in the food of the 
two species and to the functional relationships of the pharyngeal bones with 
the horny pad against which they occlude. 

The second « specific» character is less readily determined. It is the 
ratio of the distance between the major pharyngeal tooth and the apex of 
the angle in the lower limb of the bone, to the length of the lower lim\) 
below the apex. In Barbus bynni the ventral limb is longer (as much as 
1 Y2 times) than the distance from apex to major tooth, but in B. altianalis 
it is equal to, or, very slightly shorter than, this distance. 

These two characters (used in combination wherever possible) show 
that most pharyngeal bones and isolated teeth can be assigned to Barbus 
bynni. In fact, only seven bones (3 left, 4 right) are definitely referred to 
Barbus altianalis. 

Since they are unit characters, the pharyngeal bones provide a suitable 
means for estimating the minimum number of fishes represented in the 
collection. In order to facilitate this calculation the material is divided 
first, into left and right bones and secondly, into six fracture groups. 
No group is absolute and there is slight overlap between the various 
categories. 

Left bone 

(i) Ventral limb and the major tooth or its « alveolus ", with occasionally 
the succeeding one or two rows of teeth. Tooth present: 93. Tooth 
absent: 37 (all Barbus cf. B. bynni). 

(ii) The major tooth (or its « alveolus ,,) together with the bone imme
diately surrounding it: Tooth present: 37 (Barbus cf. B. bynni). Tooth 
absent: 4 (sp. indet). 

(iii) The entire or greater part of the dentigerous area; in some specimens 
either the ventral or dorsal limb is present. Major tooth present: 15. 
Major tooth absent: 6 (Both groups Barbus cf. B. bynni). Species inde
terminable: 16. 

(iv) The dorsal limb and part of the dentigerous surface: 19 specimens, 
all specifically indeterminable. 

(v) Dorsal limb only: 23 specimens, all specifically indeterminable. 

(vi) The entire bone: Major tooth present: ii. Major tooth absent:1 
(all Barbus d.B. bynni). Species indeterminable: 5 (tooth absent, lower 
limb damaged). 

...
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Rig h t bon e. - The same breakage groups, as defined above, are used. 

(i) Major tooth present: 62. Major tooth absent: 44 (all Bm'bus cf. 
B. bynni). Species indeterminable: 2. 

(ii) Tooth present: 37 (Barbus cf. B. bynni). Tooth absent: 13 (sp. indet.). 

(iii) Tooth present: 4 (Barbus cf. B. bynni). Tooth absent: 8 (sp. indet.). 

(iv) Tooth present: 2 (Barbus cf. B. bynni). 'rooth absent: 20 (sp. indet.). 

(v) 32 specimens, all specifically indeterminable. 

(vi) Tooth present: 6 (Barbus cf. B. bynniJ. Tooth absent: 4 (Barbus d. 
B, bynni). Specifically undeterminable: 4. ' 

Barbus altianalis. 

L eft bon e. - 4 [three of bl'eakage group (~) and one of group (iii)]. 

It i g h t bon e. - 5 [all of group (ii)], each with the major tooth 
preser-ved. 

In addition, two isolated major pharyngeal teeth are assigned to B. altia
nalis. 

Besides the material described above, there are fourteen small fragment;; 
of pharyngeal bones which cannot be identified further. 

Isolated pbaryngeal teeth: 

(i) Major pharyngeal tooth: Barbus cf. B. bynni. One hundred and 
sixty-four teeth are referred to this species. The teeth represent a wide size
range of fishes, with the major-ity derived from large individuals and very 
few from small fishes. Attrition pattern is variable and apparently without 
correlation between tooth size and the degree of wear; most teeth show 
considerable wear and are of the molariform type. In a few specimens 
almost the entire crown is reduced to a low, flattened surface. 

One additional tooth, without pronounced wear, is mor-phologically 
intermediate between the major teeth of Barbus bynni and B. altianalis. 
It is considered as specifically indeterminable. 

Forty-eight fragments are identified as being derived from the major 
pharyngeal teeth of Barbus cf. B. bynni. 

(ii) Other pharyngeal teeth of Barbu~ sp. or spp. : Sixty-eight teeth; their 
size-range is similar to that of the major teeth. 

As mentioned above, the pharyngeal bones may bE' used for calculating 
the minimum number of individuals present in the sample. In this instance 
the major pharyngeal tooth in association with its bone, or, the alveolus 
of this tooth, has been U'ied. As many specimens cannot be specifically 
identified, three estimates of minimal number of individuals must be given. 
viz. for Barbus cf. B. bynni; for B. altianalis; and for Barbus spp. 
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The estimates are: Barbus cf. B. bynni 200 fishes; B. altianalis 5 fishes; 
and for Barbus spp. 227 fishes. 

In the calculations no account was taken of the one hundred and sixty
four isolated major pharyngeal teeth since these could not be assigned to left 
or right bones. Considering total Barbus, it will be seen that Lhe number 
of bones from either side lacking major teeth is almost equal. (66 left 
and 81 right). Thus, it would seem reasonable to consider the isolated teeth 
as being divisible equally into two groups representing those dislodged from 
left and right bones (t.he size ranges of isolated teeth and edentulous bones 
are similar). If one hundred and forty-seven of the teeth are refered to 
those bones which lack major teeth, then the total minimum number of all 
Barbus is only increased by six individuals. 

A x i a I s k e let 0 n. 

Ve r t e bra e . The vertebrae, especially the abdominal elements, of 
present-day Barbus bynni are stouter than those of fishes in the B. altianalis 
sub-species complex. In lateral view, the longitudinal strut of the centrum 
is seen to be thicker in B. bynni than in B. altianalis vertebrae. This 
difference also affects the outline of the centrum when viewed ftOm above: 
ire B. altianalis the centrum has a distinct transverse constriction, whereas 
in B. bynni it is only slightly narrowed. Neither of these charact,ers are, 
however, absolute, particularly when considering large individuals of 
B. altianalis; the validity of their use in the specific identification of this 
material is doubtful and will be discussed below. 

P 1" e c a u d a I v e r t e bra e. 

1 s t Ve r t e bra. Forty-eight specimens. 'rhe centrum shows consi
derable variation in outline, but in the majority of specimens it is oval, 
thus differing from the almost circular first vertebra of Barbus bynni and 
B, altianalis. 

2 n d Ve r t e bra. ~ Fifty-five specimens. Most of the fossils approach 
the fmm of the second vertebra in BarliU8 bynni rather more closely than 
that of B. altianalis. In many specimens the centrum is obliquely broken 
along a dorso-ventral line. This type of fracture is very similar to that 
resulting from a knife-cut into arid through the centrum; it has not been 
observed in skeletons found in Nature and cannot easily he replicated by 
manual pressure alone. Judging from the nature of the exposed surface, 
the damage occurred before fossilization. 

o the r pre c a u d a I ve r t e bra e. Two hundred and thil'ty-three 
well-preserved but specifically unidentifiable specimens. There are 
approximately equal numbers of anterior and posterior elements . 

... 
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Neural spines. Four isolated neural spines are identified as those 
of the fourth vertebra. 

Rib s. - The highly characteristie third rib is repI'esented by eighteen 
specimens (iO left, 8 right). In general appearance these ribs are nearer 
those of Barb'Lls bynni than B. altianalis. One other specimen is tentatively 
identified as a third rib. 

Nine fragments of pleural ribs (proximal parts) cannot be further 
identified. 

C au d a 1 ve I' t e bra e. The majority of these specimens is inter
mediate in form between the caudal vertebrae of extant Barbus altianalis 
and those of B. bynni. They are somewhat coarser than the vertebrae of 
B. altianalis but are less compact and stout than thosa of B. bynni; a few 
specimens are strictly comparable with similar vertebrae of B. altianalis. 

Thus it appears that the predominant species in this upper Pleistocene 
population of Barbus combined certain osteological characters (notably the 
pharyngeal bones and teeth) of present-day B. bynni with a vertebral form 
more nearly akin to that of extant B. altianalis. 

In general, the three hundred and eight caudal vertebrae are well 
preserved, but most lack neural and haemal spines. With few exceptions, 
the centrum is intact. 

Terminal vertebrae. Five damaged specimens. 

H y pur a 1 s. - Five specimens. 

Fin s k e let a n. 

Fir s tin t ern e u r a I pte r y g i 0 P h are. Except for its more 
robust form in Barbus bynni, this hone is similar in hath B. altianalis and 
B. bynni. The forty-two fossils show varied breakage patterns; none is 
entire. 

Sec and in t ern e u r a 1. .~ Several characters serve to distinguish 
the second interneural of Barbus bynni from that of B. altianalis. The 
characters most frequently preserved in the fossils are : 

(i) The distal articular surface is almost horizontal in Barbus bynni, but 
is curved and inclined forwards in B. altianalis; laterally and belo\v these 
facets there is anelongato and well-defined fossa in B. bynni, but in 
B. altianalis this fossa is barely, if at all, perceptible. 

(ii) In Barbus bynni the posterIOr face of the bone is cleady concave, 
with the sides sloping steeply towards the median spine; in B. altianalis this 
face is only weakly concave and gives the appearance of It gently curved 
surface divided by the spine. Fmthermore, in B. bynni the lateral bound

----------------- . - ---_....._-----
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aries of the concavity turn sharply inwards to join a median, posteriorly 
directed projection from the anterior surface, whereas in B. altianalis the 
boundaries pass almost imperceptibly into a lateral thickening at the base 
of the posterior projection. 

It was found that although the lateral fossa is generally more definite 
in specimens designated by other characters as Barbus cf. B. bynn£, inLer
mediates between the « b.1tnni )) and « altianalis " types occurred in speci
mens assigned to Barbus cf. B. bynni or to B. cf. altianalis. 

B!'eakage patterns vary, with the majority of specimens representing the 
distal third or two thirds of the bone. 

Ninety-three specimens are identified as second interneural pterygio
phores; of these, eighty-four are referred to Barbus cf. B. bynni and nine to 
B. cf. altianalis. 

T h i l' din t ern e u l' a 1. - The more concave posterior face of this 
element in extant Barbus bynni and differences in the shape of the articular 
surface, pm'mit fairly certain specific identification. 

All the fossils are incomplete, the distal third to two-thirds of the bone 
being most frequently preserved. Of seventeen specimens, sixteen are 
assigned to Barbus cf. B. bynni and one to B. cf. altianalis. 

"F' 0 u l' t h in t ern e u l' a 1. -- One specimen (specifically indeterminable). 
Three fragmentary specimens are tentatively identified as first (f 2) and 

second interneural pterygiophores. 

In t e l' h ae mal pte r y g i op h 0 re s. Three fragmeutary specimens 
are identified as second, third and fourth interhaemals. 

Pectoral and Pelvic g i r d 1 e S.- Are each represented by a 
single, fragmentary specimen. 

Third (enlarged) dorsal fin ray. There are thirty-one 
fragments (21 left and 10 right halves) mostly from the proximal fifth to 
third of this spine-like ray. On the basis of their slight curvature and their 
massiveness, the specimens are referred to Barbus cf. B. bynni. Two other 
specimens should probably be identified as fragments of this ray. 

Bra n c h e d do l' sal and a n aIr a y s. It seems probable that 
most of the two hundred and seventy-nine halves of fin rays recovered from 
this deposit should be referred to Barbus. 

S i z era n g e and n u m be l' 0 fin d i v i d u a 1 s. The size range 
of individuals present in this sample is estimated to be from 25 to 75 em. 
standard length, with a distinct mode between 45 and 60 cm. 

The probable minimum number of individuals of both species is two 
hundred and twenty-seven. 
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PERCOMORPHI 

Fam. CENTROPOMIDAE. 

Lates cf. L. niloticus. 

No well-defined osteological characters have been found which will 
enable Lates niloticus to be distinguished from the species and sub-species 
of Lates occurring in Lakes Rudolf and Albert. The fossil bones are 
identical with comparable elements from species of this complex and are 
considered as representing L. niloticus. 

N e u roc ran i u m. The few neurocranial bones present are identified 
as follows: 

V 0 mer. - The dentigerous surface is preserved in all nine specimens, 
and the posterior ventral limb in seven. There is some variation in the 
shape of the toothed area. Basically, this surface is cardiform in outline, 
hut in seven specimens the posterior median margin is produced as either 
a narrow, or, a broad tongue. Two other specimens have the posterior 
margin smoothly convex. Some intraspecific variability in this character 
was observed amongst the extant species and sub-species examined; in these, 
the posterior outline is usually either somewhat concave or convex. Since 
so few fossils are available and because this character is known to be 
inconstant in living fishes, it must be considered of little taxonomic 
importance. (See also WHITE, 1927). 

Par asp hen 0 i d . Represented by six fragments, one of which is 
almost entire; the remainder are from the middle third of the bone. 

Bas i 0 c c i pit a 1. - In all fourteen specimens fracturing has occurred 
along almost identical lines. The facet and lateral walls immediately 
anterior to it are preserved, but, as the break runs obliquely ventrad, the 
anterior part of the bone is represented only by its ventral and vent.ro
lateral walls. 

Exoccipita1. Three, fairly complete specimens. 

Sup r a 0 c c i pit a 1. -- Three fragments, two from the middle third 
of the bone and one in which the anterior two thirds are preserved. 

Branchiocranium. 

Pal a tin e. Two imperfect specimens (left and right) from fishes of 
manifestly different sizes. 
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11 Ypo h y a 1. A single specimen, wanting the dorsal third. 

C era t 0 h Y a 1. Five specimens (4 left, 1 right), all more or less entire. 

11 yom and i b u 1a. -- Three imperfect specimens (1 left, 2 right). 

Qua d rat e. - Sixty specimens (3i left, 29 right) exhibiting various 
degrees of completeness, from virtually entire to some in which only the 
articular surface and ventral limb are present. 

A I' tic u] a 1'. Thirty-six specimens (13 left, 23 right) of which only 
two are almost entire. With few exceptions, the remainder show a rather 
constant fracture point anterior to the facet; in some, breakage has occurred 
immediately anterior to the facet. 

Den t a l' y. - Seventy-two specimens (6 left, 66 right), none entire. The 
line of fracture is remarkably constant, oceurring most frequently somewhat 
anterior to the point at which the dentary forks into ascending and horizontal 
['ami. 

Pre m a xiII a. - Twenty-three (12 left, 11 right); breakage is varied 
and only two bones are entire. 

M a xiII a. -- Twenty-fi ve specimens (9 left, 16 right), none entire; most 
specimens are derived from the anterior and antero-lateral portions of 
the bone. 

Pre 0 per cuI u m. Twenty fragmentary specimens (11 left, 9 right), 
mostly derived from the region between the ascending and horizontal limbs, 
although the ascending limb is present, albeit incomplete, in five specimens. 

Bra n chi 0 s t ega 1 I' a y s. Two specimens, one about two-thirds 
complete and the other about one-third complete. 

Gill - I' a k e r s. - Five well-preserved specimens, all from the first 
gill-arch (foul' from the epibranchial and one from the epi-ceratobranchial 
angle). 

F in skeleton. 

Pectoral girdle. Post-temporal. - Six fragmentary specimens. 

C 1 e it h rum. - Seventeen specimens (6 left, 11 right), all incomplete; 
the majority is from the region between the ascending and horizontal limbS, 
but short lengths of both limbs are usually present. 

S cap u 1 a. Two incomplete specimens from the ventrolateral portion 
of this bone, including the trochlea facet. 

Pel vic g i r Ii 1e. Five fragmentary specimens (4 left, 1 right) of the 
posterior transverse face and part of the median longitudinal limb. 

..... 
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Interneural pterygiophores. 

Fir s tin t ern e u r a 1. - Two incomplete specimens. 

T h i r din t ern e u r a I. - This very characteristic pterygiophore is 
represented by twenty, variously fragmented specimens. 

Fourth interneural. Two incomplete specimens. 

One fragmentary and serially indeterminable interneural is tentatively 
referred to Lates. 

In t e r h a em a I pte l' y g i 0 P h 0 l' e s. 

1<' irs tin t e r h a e maL Twenty-six well-preserved specimens. A 
badly damaged fragment, probably from the distal third of this interhaemal, 
is pI'ovisionally referred to Lates. 

Do r s a I and a n a I fin - s pin e s . -- l<"orty-two spines are tentatively 
identified as those of Lutes, althoagh the possibility that wme were derived 
from large individuals of Tilapia cannot be overruled. In addition there 
are t.wo anal spines and two rays which were preserved in their serial 
arrangement, but which were dislodged during cleaning and development. 

Pectoral spines. Thirty-tiuee (25 left, 8 right) spines may be 
I'efened to Lates. 

Vertebrae. 

In general, the vertebrae are well-preserved, although most have their 
neural and haemal arches broken or missing entirely. There is no indication 
of rolling or weathering and the finest details of sculpturing and pattern are 
preserved. 

Pre c 11 u d :11 ve l' t e bra e. - 1st: eleven specimens; 2nd : seven speci
mens; 3rd : twenty-three specimens; !tih : nille specimens. 

Excepting the twelfth vertebra, which is easily recognised by the trans
verse strut connecting the parapophyses, none of the more posterior 
precaudal vertebrae was individually identified. There are sixty-three such 
elements and three twelfth vertebrae. 

Cau d a 1 v e r t \:) bra e. Sixty-one specimens. 
Thirty-one fragmentary vertebrae are readily identifiable as those of 

Lates, but they cannot be serially plated. 

Rib s. - One specimen, the head of an anterior abdominal rib. 

Size range and number of individuals. 

From the vertebrae and certain syneranial bones, the size range of 
individuals represented in this sample is estimated to be from 30-100 cm 
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standard length, with distinct modes at ca. AO and ca. 65 em. Thus, it is 
obvious that Lates from this deposit were considerably smaller than those 
from Kaiso beds and beds of the Semliki series in the Lake Edward area. 

The estimated minimum number oi individuals represented is sixty-six 
(derived from the dentary). 

Fam. CICHLIDAE. 

Tilapia sp. indet. 

The Tilapia remains are interesting because of the disproportionately 
high number of first interhaemal pterygiophores preserved. Reasons for 
this disparity may possibly be associated with human activity; it is difficult 
to imagine any natural sorting process which could produce similar results, 
particularly since the phenomenon is appal'ently restricted to one species. 

The specific determination of the Tilapia fossils has proved impossible. 

Bra n chi 0 c I' ani u m. 

H yom and i b u ! a. Four incomplete specimens lall left). 

Qua d rat e. Three fragmentary and similarly fractured specimens. 

Articular. Ten specimens (5 left, 5 right), of which five are almost 
entire. 

Dentary. Two incomplete specimens. 

Pre m 11 x i II a. Six incomplete bones (5 left, 1 right) compnsmg the 
anterior third of the horizontal ramus and the major part of the ascending 
process. It is clear from the alveolar surface that at least five inner series 
of teeth were present. 

U r 0 h Y a 1. One, almost entire specimen. 

Ope I' cuI u m. Thirty-eight fragmentary specimens (17 left, 21 rig'ht). 

Subo pe rcul u m. One fairly complete bone. 

Fin skeleton. 

Post temporal. One, almost entire bone. 

Pel vic g i r dIe. Characters serving to distinguish the pelvic girdle 
of LotL'S and Tilapia are neither numerous nor well represented in the 
fossils; thus, some fragments thought to be from Tilapia may be derived 
from the girdles of small Lates . 

.... 
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Ten specimens (4 left, 6 right) are tentatively referred to Tilapia; all are 
very fragmentary. 

First interhaemal pterygiophore. The first inLerhaemal 
is the predominant Tilapia fossil, being represented by one hundred and 
ninety-three specimens. Of these, seventeen are virtually entire, with only 
the nttenuated proximal spine broken near its tip; thirty-nine others have 
at least two-thirds of the bone preserved. The remaining specimens are 
more fragmentary, but include one in which the first anal spine is still 
articulated by its delicate double-ring joint. Only a few other bones have 
the pterygiophore joint intact. 

It is impossible to divide this material into well-defined breakage groups 
since inter-grading fracture types are common. 

Fin - s pin e s. 

Do l' sal fin. On the basis of their curvature and the inclination of 
the proximal face, one hundred and forty-seven spines are assigned to 
Tilapia. The material is variously broken and only Ii few spines are entire; 
the majority is of the proximal half or less. 

A n a 1 fin. Fifty-one specimens, comprising eighteen first and thirty-
three second ana third spines. Unlike the dorsal spines, many anal spines 
are entire, or, almost entire. 

Pel vic s pin e. - Thirty-two (10 left, 22 right). 

Vertebrae. 

Pre c a u d it 1 ve r 1, e bra e. - 1st : twenty-six specimens; 2nd twenty
three specimens; 3rd : thirteen specimens. 

In addition there are one hundred and lhirty-nine precaudal vertebrae 
of indeterminable position in the column. 

C a u d a I ve r t e b I' a e. - One hundred and sixty-one specimens, all 
of indeterminable position. 

All vertebrae are well preserved and although many are without neural 
and haemal spines there is a high proportion of specimens with these 
delicate structures intact. 

Size rnnge and number of individuals. 

The modal size of these Tilapia is estimated at ca. 35 em standard length, 
and the size range from ca. 30-40 em. The minimum number of individuals 
(based on the number of first interhaernal pterygiophores) is one hundred 
and ninety-three . 

..... 
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PALAEOPTERYGII 

Fam. POLYPTERIDAE. 

Polypterus sp. 

'fhe only specimen from this genus is an almost entire abdominal ver'
tebra. Polyptenls does not occur in the present fauna of Lake Edward and 
neither was it found in earlier deposits. 

Vertebral form in this family is very characteristic and I have no doubt 
as to the identity of the specimen. 

In appearance and mineralization the Polyptcrus vertebra compares very 
closely with other specimens from this deposit; thus, there seems little 
reason to doubt the contemporaneity of Polyptcrus with the other species 
of the N. F. P. R. Since the fish fauna of the period was so typically Nilotie 
the presence of Polyptcrus is not unexpected. It is, of course, impossible to 
give a certain specific identification from one vertebra, but it can be said 
that the bone compares more closely with the corresponding vertebrae of 
P. 	senegalus than with those of P. enderlichi or P. bichil'. 

The paucity of PolYl)terus remains may reflect Lhe relative scarcity of 
these fishes in the Epi-Pleistocene lake. Certainly, in present-day Lake 
Albert, P. senegalus is not often or easily captured. 

CTENERICALLY CNIDENTIFIABLE PERCOl110RPHl. 

:i) 	2 fragmentary fin-spines (? Latcs dorsal and anal spines). 

(ii) 	23 fin-rays and spines, in which only proximal ends are preserved. 

(iii) 5 pectoral spines. 

GENERICALLY UNIDEKTIFIABLE FRAGMENTS. 

Qua d rate. - Fourteen. 

Ve r t e bra e. Four hundred and fifty-three fragments. 
It seems likely that the greater number of these fragments should be 

assigned to Barbus. Identificabon cannot, however, be considered suffi
ciently certain to permit their inclusion with other material refen'ed Lo this 
genus. 

Hypural elements. Thirteen . 

.... 
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Pte r y g i 0 P h 0 l' e s . Eighty-eight; interneurals of the Barbus type 
predominate. 

? Bas i 0 c c i pit a 1. ,}'hirteen. 

Un ide n ti f i a b Ie bon e s. - Ninety-eight, of which seven are den 
tigerous. 

SITE Xa 

Ishango, at the source of the Semliki. Excavation in the post-emersion 
zone (Z.POST-EM.), trench N 43G E, between 7 and 23 metres. Me s o
J it hi c; a kitchen midden. 

DIPNOI 


Fam. LEPIDOSIRENIDAE. 


Protopterus sp. 


A large fragment of upper tooth-plate. 


OSTARIOPHYSI 

SILUROIDEA 

Fam. BAG RI DAE. 

Bagrus sp. 

The presence of BagTu.~ in this deposit is of particular interest. The 
only other unequivocal record of this genus in the Lake Edward basin is 
from deposits at Kanyatsi (Lower Kaiso age). 'rhe apparent absence of 
Bagrus from the generically rich site IX (N.F.PR.) is enigmatic and remains 
unexplained. 

-
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Neurocranium. 

Fro n taL -- Eight specimens (4 Jeft, 4 right) derived from the posterior 
part of the bone. All are well preserved, with the finest details of sculp
tming intact; breakage is varied. 

Sup r a 0 c c i pit a 1. -- Two specimens; one almost entire but lacking 
its posterior spine, the other rather extensively damaged. 

S ph e not i c. A single, almost complete bone (left). 

P a I' asp hen 0 i d. - Two fragments, from the middle third of the bone 
and with almost identical fracture lines in both the horizontal and vertical 
planes. 

Bas i 0 c c i pit a 1. - Four specimens, each compnsmg the facet and 
posterior third, or, quarter of the bone; the dorso-Iateral face is broken 
in all. 

Bra n chi 0 c I' ani u m. 

H yom and i b u I a. - Two specimens (left and right); the left is almost 
comple!,e but the right comprises only its articular head. 

Qua d rat e. - Two fragmentary specimens. 

Articular. Six specimens (4 right, 2 left). 

Dentary. Fifteen specimens (6 left, 9 right). With three exceptions, 
only the anterior (symphysial) portion is preserved; in the exceptional bones 
the greater part of the horizontal limb is present. 

In addition, two fragments of dentigerous bone are thought to be derived 
from the dentary of Bag'rus. 

Ve r t e bra e. The centrum of the anterior fused vertebral mass is 
represented by twelve variously fragmented specimens. There is also a 
fragment from the anterior, median crest of this bone, and four well
preserved specimens of the centrum which lies between the compound 
vertebra and the basioccipital faceL 

Pre c au d a I v e r t e bra e. Forty-three specimens. 

C au d a 1 v e r t e bra e. Forty-six specimens. 

Fin s k e let 0 n. - The pectoral girdle is represented by two fragments 
{left) which include the articular fossa and short portions of the ascending 
and horizontal limbs immediately adjacent io it. 'rhere are also two 
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fragmentary post-temporals (left and right, but from different individuals) 
and one incomplete scapulacoracoid. 

~'in spines. 

Do l' s a I. - 'rhree specimens (one almost complete and two from the 
proximal third and quarter). Three fragments from the distal part of the 
spine are tentatively assigned to this genus. 

P e c tor a 1 s p.i n e. - Twelve (5 left, 7 right). None is entire, but the 
complex articular head is well-preserved in all. There is also a fragment 
which is probably from the distal portion of the spine. 

Fam. CLARIIDAE. 

Clarias sp. 

One fragment of neurocraniaI roofing bone (possibly the post-frontal) and 
four vertebrae (3 precaudal and i caudal, from at least two individuals) are 
the sole remains of Clarias in this collection. A fragment of parasphenoid 
may be derived from a Clarias. 

CYPRINOIDEA 

Fam. CYPRINIDAE. 

Barbus sp. (probably B. bynni). 

Den tar y. Two rami (left and right) from different fishes. 

Art i cuI a 1'. One rather fragmentary specimen (left). 

Pharyngeal bones and teeth. - Two incomplete right bones, 
comprising the lower limb, major pharyngeal tooth and part of the 
dentigerous area. In addition there is the crown of a very large major 
pharyngeal tooth whose gross morphology is similar to that of the unworn 
tooth in B. bynni. 

Vertebrae. Nine precaudal and twenty-one caudal elements. 

Apm·t from the large pharyngeal tooth, apparently only two fishes (with 
estimated standard lengths of 30 and 50 cm) are represented by this material. 

- ---- ...~- ..~.-~-.--.--.--.--.--..--.~..--..~..--..•...--..---
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PERCOMORPHI 

Fam. CICHLIDAE. 

Tilapia sp. 

l'ilapia are poorly represented by the following fragments 

Art i cui a r. - One, almost complete specimen. 

Ve r t e bra e. - Two precaudal (possibly second vertebra) and eleven 
caudal vertebrae. 

[i'in-spines. 

P e c tor a 1. - One almost complete right spine. The proximal two
thirds of another spine, lacking the dIagnostic articular head, is tentatively 
identified as l'ilapia. 

Do r s a I fin. - 'rwenty spines (about equal numbers of anterior and 
posterior spines) are tentatively referred to this genus. 

An 9. I fin. - Two spines. 

S i z era n ge ........... These few specimens were derived from fishes between 
ca. :35 and 45 em standard length. 

GENERICALLY UNlDENTIFIAI3LE MATERIAL. 

Vert e bra e and f rag men t s 0 f y e r t e bra e. Twenty-one. 

F'i n ray san d s pin e s . - Two. 

Un ide n t i f i a b I e f rag men t s. Two. 

Fam. CENTROPOMIDAE. 

Lates sp. 

V e r t e bra e. Two abdominal and one caudal vertebrae. The abdom
inal elements have the same appearance as other specimens from this 
deposit, whereas the caudal vertebra is lighter in colour and has an adherent 
matrix similar to that of fossils from the N.F.PR. 

Den tar y. The anterior two thirds, from a small fish. 'rhe specimen 
is relatively \-vell-mineralized . 

..... 
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SITE Xb 
As for Xa, but b'ench N 143G E, between 15 and 19 metres. 

OSTARIOPHYSI 

SILUROIDEA 

Fam. BAGRIDAE. 

Bagrus sp. 

Den t H r y. Two specimens (leH and right rami, from different 
individuals) in which only the dentigerous surface is preserved. 

Pec10ral girdle. 

C 1 e i t h rum. - Two fragmentary one of the ventral margin 
of the ascending limb, ehe other from the median aspect of the cleithrum 
near its point of union with the mesocol'acoid. 

P e c tor a I fin - s pin e s . Two almost entire spines (left and right). 
Slight. size differences suggest that they are from different individuals. 

V e r t e bra e. 

Anterior fused vert€bral mass. Three specimens, all 
derived from the antero-ventral aspect of Ihis structure, together with three 
specimens of the vertebra which lies between tht! compound vertebra and 
the skull. 

Precaudal vertebrae. - Thirteen. 

C au d a I v e]' t e bra e. - 'l'wenty-seven. 

The estimated size range of the fishes by these bones is 
ca. 45-80 cm standard length, with a made at ca. 65 cm. 
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Fam. MOCHOCIDAE. 

Synodontis cf. S. frontosus. 

Fro n taL - Two incomplete fragments (left and right) probably from 
different individuals. The ornamentation is nearest that of Synodontis 
trontosus. 

In addition, there is a small and unidentifiable fragment of neuro
cranium. 

P e c tor a I fin - s pin e s . - Six specimens (4 left, 2 right) from the 
proximal end, and two from the distal end of the spine. 

Fam. CLARIIDAE. 

Clarias cf. C. lazera and probobly also C. mossambicus. 

The species are identified on the basis of neurocranial ornamentation; 
those specimens tentatively referred to Clarias mossambicus are clearly in 
the minority. 

N e u roc l' ani u m. 

De l' met h m 0 i d. - Ten (five from the anterior portion, including the 
lateral horn, and five from the posterior quarter to half). The indenta
tion between the horns is more acute than that observed in living Clarias 
lazera and C. mossambicus. 

Pre fro n taL - Two, both incomplete. 

Pte rot i c . - Two large fragments, one right, the other probably left. 

Fro n taL - Five small fragments. 

Sup l' a 0 r bit a 1. -- Two fragments. 

Po s t - tern p 0 r 11 1. - Two (left and right, from different fishes), both 
incomplete. 

U ni den t if i a b len e u I' 0 C ran i a I f rag men t s. - Twenty-six, of 
which three may be tentatively assigned to Clarias mossambicus. 

Hyoid arch. 

C era to h y a 1 : one (right); epihyal: two (both right) and one fragment 
(left) . 

..... 
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QUit d rat e. One; almost entire. 

Art i c u 1 a l' . Eight almost perfect specimens (6 left, 2 right). 

P e c tor a 1 fin - s pin e s . Four specimens from Ihe proximal part 
of the spine, and three from the middle section. 

Vertebrae. Twelve precaudal and twelve caudal elements. 

S i z era n g e. The size-range of individuals represented by these 
bones is estimated at between 55 and 75 em standard length, with It mode 
at ca. GO cm. 

CYPRINOIDEA 

Fam. CYPRINIDAE. 

Barbus sp. 

Barbus is represented only by five vertebrae (2 precaudal and 3 caudal) 
from fishes of ca. 30 and 35 cm standard length. 

PERCOMORPHI 

Fam. CICHLIDAE. 

Tilapia sp. 
Vertebrae. 

Precaudal. 'rhirty-seven, of which nine are identified as first 
vertebrae. 

C au d a 1. - Nineteen specimens. 

Interneural pterygiophores. 

Two first intemeurals; one almost complete, the other comprising the 
articular surface only. 

Ii'in-spines. 

One pectoral spine and fifteen dorsal spines. The latter can only be 
tentatively identified as Tilapia, since few characters are preserved which 
will enable them to be differentiated from similar spines of small Lates. 

The estimated size range of the fishes represented by this material is 
from 30-45 em standard length . 

........------..... ---~-- ...--- .... --- ------- .... -.~--.... .
---~--.... ~---
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Fam. CENTROPOMIDAE. 

Lates sp. 

V e r t e bra e . Two specimens, one of which is poorly preserved and 
has an adherent matrix un like that of other specimens from this level. The 
second specimen (an abdominal element) is markedly well-mineralized and 
appears to be somewhat rolled. It seems very probably that both specimens 
were derived from 01de1' deposits. 

GENERICALLY UNIDENTIFIABLE MATERIAL. 

(i) A fragment of siluroid pectoral spine. 
(ii) l<-'our fragments from the proximal ends of soft fin-rays. 
(iii) A small fragment of pal'asphenoid. 
(iv) Fourteen verteb1'ae. 

SITE Xc 
As for site Xa and b, but trench N 43G E, between 0-9 metres. 

OSTARIOPHYSI 

SILUROIDEA 

Fam. BAGRIDAE. 

Bagrus sp. 
Neurocranium. 

Sup r a 0 c c i pit a 1. - Four specimens, variously fragmented and none 
entire. 

S P hen 0 tic. - One almost entire (l'ight). 

Frontal. One small fragment. 

Bas i 0 C c i pit a I. - Five specimens, all virtuaily entire. 

pc 
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Bra n chi 0 era 11 i u m. 

Qua d rat e. One; fragmentary. 

A I' tic u 1 a r. One; almost entire. 

E P i h Y a 1. One; slightly damaged. 

oera t 0 h ya 1. Three specimens (1 left, 2 right), all incomplete, 
together with a small fragment which includes the epi-ceratohyal suture. 

H y P 0 h Y a 1 . Three specimens (right); two of these are almost entire 
and one is a fragment from the postero-dorsal margin. 

Dentary. Nine (3 leU, 6 right); none entire. 

Vertebrae. 

Ant e rio r f use d vert e bra 1 TIl ass. Sixteen specimens; none 
entire. The centrum of this compound vertebra is the only portion repre
sented, except for a fragment from the anterior aspect of the flanged and 
curved « neural spine». 

Five specimens are identified as the smaU, flattened first vertebra. 

Pre c au d a I vert e bra e. Fifty specimens; the majority being of 
the first three vertebrae. 

oau d a 1 ve r t e b l' a e. - Forty-two specimens. 

Pectoral girdle. 

Po s t - t e m pOI' a 1. - Five specimens, four of which are rather 
mentary and one almost entire. 

Ole i t h I' U m. - Eight fragments, of which six are derived from the 
area including and surrounding the articular fossa for the pectoral spine. 

00 r a c 0 i d. -- Almost the entire posterior pad; including the articular 
surfaces. 

Fin spines. 

P e c tor a I s pin e s. - Seven incomplete spines (2 left, ;) right) together 
with a fragment from the head of an eighth specimen. 

Do r s a I s pin e. - Four from the proximal part of the 
dorsal spine, and a fifth fragment from the middle section. 

S i z era n g e. - The estimated size-range of the fishes represented by 
these various bones is 30-70 em standard length; most individuals are in 
the 60-70 em class. 
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Fam. CLARIIDAE. 

Clarias cf. C. lazera and Clarias d. C. mossambicus. 

As with specimens from other deposits, the specific identification of this 
material is based on the ornamentation of neurocranial bones. Again, 
Clarias mossambicus is poorly represented. 

Neurocranium. 

De r me i h m 0 i d. Six variously fragmented specimens, of which 
three are almost entire. 

Pre fro n tal. Foul' incomplete bones (2 left, 2 right) and probably 
a small fragment of prefrontal. 

Sup r a 0 r bit a 1. - One specimen, from the anterior part of the bone. 

Fro n tal. Thirteen fragments (5 left, 7 right and one indeterminable), 
ten of which are derived from t.he area including, or, immediately 
surrounding the fontanelle, and three are from the anterolaterally expanded 
portion of the bone. Wherever the post-fontanelle sutmal surfaces are 
preserved, they are, with one exception, of the Clarias lazera type (see 
p. 34), as is the surface ornamentation. The exceptional specimen compares 
closely wiLh C. mossambicus in both these characters. 

Supraoccipital. - Five; all incomplete. 

Po s t t e m po r a 1. - Five, rather fragmentary specimens, of which 
two are definitely and three are tentatively identified as post-temporals. 

Unidentifiable fragments of neurocranium. - Twenty
two. 

Bra n chi 0 c ran i u m. 

Pal a tin e. Two; one entire the other slightly damaged. 

E pi h y a 1. - Two (left and right); almost complete. 

U I' 0 h y a 1. -- One specimen. 

Articular. Three (2 left, 1 right); aU well-preserved. 

Den t a I' y. -- One specimen, lacking the posterior part . 

.... 
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Ve r t e b l' a e. Seven posterior precaudal vertebrae. 

Fin girdies. 

Pee tor 11 1 g i r die. Represented by : (i) an almost complete right 
cleithrum; (ii) a fragment of left cleithmm; (iii) a small fragment from the 
clavicle. 

Fin-spines. 

P e c tor a 1 s pin e s. - Six spines (4 left, 2 right) showing various Imes 
of fracture. In none is the articular head without some slight damage. 

Size range. 

The estimated size-I'ange of fishes represented by this sample is from 
40-75 cm standard length. 

Fam, MOCHOCIDAE. 

Synodontis sp. 

No characters permitting specific differentiation are preserved in this 
material, which comprises : 

(i) An almost entire dorsal fin-spine. 

(ii) 'rwo pectoral spines (left and right) and a fragment of pectoral spine. 

GENERICALIN UNIDENTIFIABLE SILUROID REMAINS. 


Seven fin-spine fragments. 


CYPRINOIDEA 

Fam. CYPRINIDAE. 


Barbus sp. 


V e r t <3 b T a e. - Five caudal vel'iebrae. 


Web e ria nos sic 1 e s. One fragmentary tripus. 

5 
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PERCOMORPHI 

Fam. CENTROPOMIDAE. 

Lates sp. 

Only three bones, a caudal vertebra from a fish ca. 72 cm standard length 
and a fragment of dentary, together with a pectoral spine (also from a small 
fish), can be referred to this genus. Although the identity of the fin-spine 
might be called to doubt, there can be no confusion regarding the vertebra 
and dentary. 

The vertebra and fin-spine are heavily mineralized and differ markedly 
f:rom other specimens in this deposit; they were, thus, probably derived 
from earlier strata. The dentary, on the other hand, is poorly mineralized 
and its state of preservation is strictly comparable with the other specimens 
from this site. 

Fam. ClCHLIDAE. 

Tilapia sp. 

Ve r t e b I' a e. Seven anterior precaudal vertebrae. Six of these are 
derived from a fish, or fishes about 45 cm standard length, and the seventh 
from a slightly larger individual. 

Fin spines. 

Do r sal fin. - FiHeen spines, all from fishes of a size comparable 
with those from which the vertebrae were derived. Two of the spines are 
lighter in colour and less mineralized than the others. 

A n a 1 s pin e.- One. 

P e c t a l' a 1 s pin e. - One specimen, complete except for its most distal 
extremity. 

GENERICALLY INDETERMINABIJE MATERIAL. 

Parasphenoid (middle section). 
(ii) Fragment of basioccipital. 
(iii) Two articular's (from different genera). 
(iv) Two halves of soft fin-rays. 
(v) Twelve vertebrae. 
(vi) One hypural element. 
(vii) Sixteen unidentifiable fragments . 

...... 
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DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY. 

Before considering the evidence furnished by the fossils described in this 
paper, some attention must be given to the faunal affinities of the fishes 
inhabiting present-day Lake Edward. 

When attempting to discover this relationship, the cichlid and non-cichlid 
elements should be examined separately. Of the twenty-foUl' non-cichlid 
species recorded, only three are endemic to Lake Edward. Seven species 
have a relatively restricted geographical distribution within the area 
surrounding the lake, although three of these species also OCCUl' in Lake Kivu, 
and the range of one of these extends to Lake Tanganyika. One species 
otherwise only occurs in Lakes Kivu and Victoria, another is known only 
from Lake Victoria, a thir'd occurs in Lakes Victoria and Nyasa; and finally, 
there is one species which, apart from its being recorded in Lake Edward, 
is known only from the streams of Mouni Kilimanjaro. 

The remaining ten species may be considered as Nilotic, with some 
species widely distributed in East Africa. It is interesting to note that five 
of the ten' Nilotic species do not occur in Lake Victoria. A point of probable 
significance is that the three endemic species and 1he six species with 
restricted distribution are all small cyprinids and cyprinodonts, whereas the 
Nilotic species are mostly large fishes. 

The Cichlidae show dual affinity. The TilalJia species are Nilotic but 
the Haplochromi;:; are clearly related to species endemic to Lake Victoria; 
three Haploc/uomis and one monotypic genus are common to both 
lakes. (Data derived from POLL, 1939; POLL and DAMAS, 1939; TREwAvAs, 
1933). 

Perhaps the most outstanding feature of Ihe Lake Edward ichthyofauna 
is thE absence of several families which are widespread in easlern and 
ttopical Africa; the Polypteridae, Characidae, Citharinidae, Schilbeidae, 
i'\Jochocidae, IIJalapteruridae, Centropomidae and IIJastacembelidac are all 
without representatives. Furthermore, as compared with Lakes Albert and 
Victori~, there are fewer genera per family in Lake I<:;dward. In certain 
respects this absence of otherwise widely distributed families is paralleled 
in Lake Victoria, although here only the Polypferidae, Citharinidae, 
M a{apterul'idae and Centropomidae are absent. 

DE HEINZELIN (1955) has aptly described the contemporary fauna of 
Lake Edwar'd as « ... une faune pauvre, tronquee, depourvue de bon nombre 
d'e18ments qu'on s'attendrait it y trouver ... ". 

Data summarised in Table I show Uml during the Pleistocene, gradual 
changes took place in at least the generic constitution of the fish-fauna of 
l.h6 Ed\vard basin. It is also obvious that until Makalian times (Epi
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The earliest fish-fossils in the Edward basin are from deposits of Kaiso
age. DE HEIXZELI:'>I subdivides these deposits into four series on the basis of 
the Mollusca present. Followmg his classification, the fishes found at 
Kanyatsi (Sites I and II) are from Series 1, which was laid down in a 
period of relative aridity, tentatively correlated with \VAYLAND'S « Kageran 
Interpluvial ". 

The only other iish-bearing Kaiso deposits which can be refered to one 
of DE HEINZELIN'S sub-divisions are those from Sites IV, V lwd Va. These 
are placed in series III which po'>t-date the Kageran intel'pluvial; at the 
time of their deposition the climate was relatively humid (DE HEINZELIN, 
op. cit.). This assemblage contains typically Nilotic genera and does not 
differ from the generic complex preserved at Kanyatsi (Kaiso Serie::; I). 

Thus, the fish-fossils provide little evidence on the effect and intensity 
of the first (Kageran-Kamasian) interpluvial arid period. It is clear from 
the fossil Mollusca, however, that there was a gradua1 increase in the 
concentration of dissolved salts during the period prior to their preservation. 
The increased salinity had the effect of producing a gastropod fauna with 
a pseudomarine facies (DE HEI:'>IZELIN, op. cit.; FUCHS, 1936; BEAUCHA:\1P, 1916). 

WORTHINGTON (1932; 1937) and \VAYLAND (1934) (whose opinions were 
based on those of WORTHINGTON), considered the first interpluvial to be of 
such aridity as to almost completely dry out the lake. It is to this period 
that WORTHINGTON (1932; 1937), using the palaeontological data then 
available, ascribed the major change in the affinities of the Lake Edward 
fishes. But, as mentioned above (p. 67), such an early date for this event 
can no longer be entertained. Evidence from Sel'ies III Kaiso fossil shows 
clearly that after the Kageran-Kamasian interpluvial Lake Edward was 
still populated by fishes of a NilotiG type, including many of the present-day 
absentee genera. 

There are two possible explanmion for this phenomenon. One explana
tion would assume that the Kag-eran fish-fauna was destroyed during tho 
interpluvial, but, with the increased rainfall of the second (Kamas ian) 
Pluvial, Lakes Edward and Albert were once again connected; this 
hypothesis also assumes that Lake Albei,t was little affected by the inter
pluvial arid period and that fishes from the lake would be able to recolonize 
Lake Edward. The second explanation assumes that aridity in the Edward 
basin was insufficient to destroy the Kageran fish-fauna, which persisted; 
this theory has, of course, the necessary correlate that the majority of fishes 
was not adversely affected by the increased salinity of the water (see above). 

From the data available it is difficult to decide v;!hich hypothesis can be 
considered the more reasonable, but, recent research seems to provide iess 
support for the concept of an inten::,ely arid interpluvial. As mentioned 
earlier, fish-fossils from certain Lake Ed,vard Kaiso-beds were interpreted 
to show almost complete desiccation of the lake because they apparently 
represented the last recOl'd of certain Nilotic species in the Edward hasin. 
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The earliest fish-fossils in the Edward basin are from deposits of Kaiso
age. DE HE~ZELIN subdivides these deposits into four series on the basis of 
the Mollusca present. F'ollowmg his classification, the fishes found at 
Kanyatsi (Sites I and II) are from Series I, which was laid down in a 
period of relative aridity, lentativaly correlated with WAYLAND'S « Kageran 
Interpluvial ». 

The only other 1ish-hearing Kaiso deposits which can be refered to one 
of DE HEINZELIN'S sub-divisions are those from Sites IV, V and Va. These 
are placed in series III which post-date the Kageran interpluvial; at the 
time of their deposition the climate was relatively humid (DE HEINZELI~, 

op. cit.). This assemblage contains typically Nilotic genera and does not 
differ from the generic complex preserved at Kanyatsi (Kaiso Serie:.: I). 

Thus, the fish-fossils provide little evidence on the effect and intensity 
of the first (Kageran-Kamasian) inierpluvial arid period. It is clear from 
the fossil Mollusca, however, that there was a gradunl increase in the 
concentration of dissolved salts during the period prior to their preservation. 
The increased salinity had the effect of producing a gastropod fauna with 
a pseudomarine facies (DE HEI~ZELI!,;, op. cit.; FUCHS, 1936; BEAUCHAMP, 19'16). 

WORTHll'iGTON (1932; 1937) and WAYLAND (1934) (whose opinions were 
based on those of WORTHINGTON), considered the first inierpluvial to be of 
such aridity as to almost completely dry out the lake. It is to this period 
that WORTHINGTON (1932; 1937), using the palaeontological data then 
Ilvai lable, ascribed the major change in the affinities of the Lake Edward 
fishes. But, as mentioned above (p. 67), such an early date for this event 
can no longer be entertained. Evidence from Series III Kaiso fossil shows 
clearly that after the Kageran-Kamasian interpluvial Lake Edward was 
still populated by fishes of a Nilotic type, including many of the present-day 
absentee genera. 

There are two possible explanation for this phenomenon. One explana
tion would assume that the Kag'eran fish-fauna was destroyed during the 
interpluvial, but, with the increased rainfall of the second (Kamasian) 
Pluvial, Lakes Edward and Albert were once again connected; Ihis 
hypothesis also assumes that Lake Albei·t was little affected by the inter
pluvial arid period and that fishes from the lake would be able to recolonize 
Lake Edward. The second explanation assumes that aridity in the Edward 
basin was insufficient to destroy the Kageran fish-fauna, which persisted; 
this theory has, of course, the necessary correlate that the majority of fishes 
was not adversely affected by the increased salinity of the water (see above). 

From the data available it is difficult io decide which hypothesis can be 
considered the more reasonable, but, recent research seems to provide Jess 
support for the concept of an intem,ely arid interpluvial. As mentioned 
earlier, fish-fossils from certain Lake Edward Kaiso-beds were interpreted 
Lo show almost complete desiccation of the lal<e because they apparently 
represented the last record of certain Nilotic species in the Edward basin. 
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This view is no longer tenable in its original form; furthermore, on 
DE HEINZELIN'S dating these fishes were from post-interpluvial deposits. 
In Lake Albert, WAYLAND (1926) considered that the Kaiso bone-beds were 
indicative of a period of intense aridity during which the lake almost dried 
up. ~'fom their associated molluscan fauna, however, both these sites 
should be equated with DE H~~INZ~~LIN'S Series III and IV (post-Kageran 
interpluvial) when, in the Edward basIn, the climate was humid. 

SOLOMON (1939) does not agree with WAYLMm'S climatic deductions from 
the Lake Albert Kaiso-beds. On the contrary, he considers their ferru
ginous, sandy, fossiliferous horizons to be indicative of either « ... slightly 
more open water conditions ... » (than the preceeding clays which were laid 
down under swamp conditions), or « of more complete desiccation than 
postulated by WAYLAND ». SOLOMON favours the interpretation of more 
open-water conditions. His reasons fot this are lhat the fossils comprise 
mainly fishes, crocodiles and hippop(ltami, and that other mammalian 
remains are never found as complete skeletons, which would be the case if 
the animals had died around gradually diminishing water-pools, as 
suggested by WAYLAND. Instead, the mammalian remains are found as 
individual bones apparently washed into position. SOLOMON'S conclusion 
is of interest since it parallels DE HEI~ZELIN'S opinion that the climate during 
the later Kaiso period was relatively humid. 

There remain, then, only the Kanyutsi deposits (Kaiso Series I) as 
evidence for a period of aridity. Again, the fishes provide little satisfactory 
information regarding the intensity ana effects of this dry phase. Only 
one genus, Hydrocyon, does not reappear in dl~posits younger than the third 
Kaiso level. The associated gastropod Mollusca, on the other hand, seem 
to indicate an increase or change in the salinity of the water, in response 
to which there evolved a numbel' of spinous and carinate species (DE HEINZE
LIN, op. cit.; FUCHS, 1936). Most of these species do not occur in later 
Kaiso beds. Their virtual disa.ppearance has been taken to indicate that 
they were destroyed by the lake drying up (FUCHS, op. cit.; BROOKS, 1950). 
Yet, an alternative and opposite explanation seems feasible. If it is accepted 
that the spinous and carinate facies was a response to increased salinity, 
is it not possible that the morphological type might be changed when the 
wat€!' was freshened during subsequent periods of increased rainfall? Or, 
alternati.vely, the species may have been unable to adapt themselves to the 
new « freshwater}) conditions and were destroyed, not by aridity, but by 
increased humidity. 

,On the evidence available, it only seems possible to say that duri.ng the 
Kageran-Kamasian interpluvial t.he lake underwent an increase, Ol' change, 
in salinity caused by a period of relative aridity. At present the intensity 
of this arid period cannot be accUTately determined. 

Fishes from the Middle Pleistocene (Kamasian period, sensu latol are 
very poorly represented by specimens from one deposit at Katanda amont 
(Sites VI and VII) in the upper Semliki Valley. DE HEINZELIN these 

..... 
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deposits in the Semliki-Series of the Middle Pleistocene. The fish-fossils 
require little comment, except to note that the genus Barbus makes its 
first appearance. There are too few fossils from these beds to give any 
indication of faunal relationship, but two typically Nilotk genera, Syno
don tis and Clarotes, were probably present. 

The Middle Pleistocene was an important period in the evolution of the 
fish-fauna of Lake Edward. All evidence points towards this period as 
the time when the lake probably received Hs major influx of fishes from 
Lake Victoria. The result of Lhis invasion is rnost clearly seen in the 
Lake Edward species flock of the cichlid genus Haplochromis. The 
Haplochromis species of Lake iEdward and Victoria are more closely related 
to oneanother than to any other Haplochromis flock in Africa. There can 
be no doubt that the two flocks were derived from the same ancestral 

group, which had probably reached an advanced stage of adaptative 
divergence when the flocks "vere separated. Not only are the majority of 

very similar, but three species of Haplochromis and one related 
mono typic genus occur in both Lake Edward and Lake Victoria. 

Another important evolutionary factor associated with the Middle 
Pleistocene was the loss of direct. contact between Lakes Edward and Albert 
(DE HEINZELIN, op. cit., and in litt.). From this time onwards Lake Edward 
must be considered as a discrete faunal unit. 

Arguing from evidence supplied by fishes preserved in the Epi-Pleisto
cene, Ishango beds, it is apparent that the postulated climatic oscillations 
of the Upper Pleistocene had few long-term effects on the nature, or, 
affinities of the fish-fauna. This evidence derives from the still typically 
Nllotic facies of the Epi-Pleistocene and even early Holocene fishes, which 
could well be described as a segment of the modern Lake Albert fauna. 
This relationship between the Epi-Pleistocene fauna of Lake Edward and 
that of modern Lake Albert includes not only the genera Lates and S.1!no
dontis, but also extends to the species level in these and other genera 
Table I and pages 29-54). 

The conclusion that there was continuHy of faunal type in Lake Edward 
is, however, dependant upon the assumption that contact between this lake 
and Lake Albert was lost and not re-established after the Middle Pleistocene. 
If this can be accepted, and there is little evidence to the contrary, then the 
typically Nilotic mid-Pleistocene fishes must have persisted in the Edward 
basin despite postulated extremes of climate (see WAYLAND, 1934, and 
'WORTHINGTON, 1937). It seems most improbable that Lates, a species with 
low tolerance to deoxygenated waters (FISH, 1956) could have survived if 
the lake was reduced to swamp conditions. 

Furthermore, if it can be accepted that the major i.nvasion of fishes from 
Lake Victoria took place during the Middle Pleistocene, then the extant 
Haplochromis would i.ndicate that the lake did not suffer severe desiccation 
during the Upper Pleistocene. 
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DE HEINZELIN (op. cit.), summarIzmg data relating to climatic changes 
detectable in Pleistocene deposits of the Lake Edward basin, finds no traces 
of the postulated three intra-pluvial maxima during the Gamblian, J)ut only 
for' an important wet phase corresponding to the Gamblian sensu, lato. He 
does, however, find indications of a probable arid phase prior to the 
Makalian pluvial. The fishes apparently survived this dry phase. If, at 
this time, the lake basin had achieved its present form, the deeper parts 
may well have provided a refuge for many species. 

Because there are so few Middle Pleistocene fish-fossils, it is impossible 
to assess the significance of species which, although present in Kaiso and 
Epi-Pleistocene deposits, are not recorded from the intervening Middle 
Pleistocene beds. Two genera, Protopterus and Bagrus, which occured in 
Kaiso deposits are no~ represented amongst the mid-Pleistocene material. 
Protopterus is recorded from Epi-Pleistocene beds, but Bagrus does nor 
reappear until it becomes the predominant fish-fossil of the latest deposits 
of Z.POST-EM., which are typically Mesolithic and of Holocene age. 

The Epi-Pleist.ocene fishes are especially well-preserved and in most 
genera it is possible to identify the species present. 

Both species of large Clarias (C. lazera and C. mossambicus) at present 
inhabiting Lake Edward are represented as fossils. Also, a few skull 
fragments have been tentatively identified as Heterobranchus, a clariid 
genus, once thought to be absent from the IEdward basin, but recently 
discovered in the lake (HULOT, 1956). 

Two Barbus species, Barbus cf. B. bynni and Barbus cf. B. altianalis 
are recorded. Although only Barbus altianalis survived until the present
day, the greater number of specifically identifiable fossils is nearer the 
Nilotic B. bynni (see p. 42). 

In a preliminary list of the Ishango fishes (published in DE HEINZELIN, 
1955) two species of S.7Jnodontis, S. nigrita and S. schall, were given. 
Further study of the fossils showed, however, that the specimens previously 
identified as S. nigrita should be referred to S. frontosus. 

Specimens of Lates from the N.F.PR. Ishango deposits are provisionally 
refered to L. niloticus since no clear-cut differences are manifest in the 
skeletons of the various species or sub-species in the extant L. niloticus 
complex. 

No specific identity can be given to the Tilapia remains, which are 
peculiar in that the majority of specimens is of the first anal pterygiophore; 
other skeletal parts are less well represented, especially in comparison with 
other species. No immediate explanation can be provided for this biased 
sample of Tilapia. 

The Ishango fishes do not yield any information on the ecological condi
tions obtaining at the time of their preservation. Furthermore, since the 
N.F .PR. (Epi-Pleistocene) deposit is probably a sub-aquatic kitchen-midden 
and the Z.POST-EM. (Holocene) deposit a subaerial kitchen-midden, the 

... 
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assemblage of species may be artificial; that is, either representative of 
species which were caught by man, or, of species which were attraeted to 
the area by domestic refuse thrown into the water. 

Before considering the critical phase during which the Edward fish-fauna 
underwent alterations leading to its present truncated and impoverished 
form, it is necessary to examine the fishes preserved in the most recent 
deposit (Site X), which is Mesolithic and of Holocene age. Unfortunately, 
most of these specimens can only be identified as far as the genus. But,. 
amongst the genera preserved are Lates and Synodontis, two Nilotic genera 
which have since become extinct in the area. The other genera occur in 
present-day Lake Edward. The Lates specimens are more heavily mioer
alized than are the other specimens from this deposit and may therefore' 
be derived from an earlier (Epi-Pleistocene?) deposit. The Synodontis 
remains, on the other hand, are only lightly mineralized and compare 
closely with the other fish remains from the Holocene beds. It is therefore 
difficult to interpret the significance of the specimens. Two explanations 
seem possible: first, a few populations of Synodontis survived the critical 
phase but were unable to maintain themselves, possibly through changed 
ecological conditions affecting breeding habits, or, secondly, the fossil bones 
'Nere derived from fishes caught below the Semliki falls and brought back 
to the settlement at Ishango. Neither explanation is entirely satisfactory 
and the question of their provenance should remain open. 

Thus, from the fossil fishes alone it is impossible to date the changes 
which took place in the fundamental relationships of the fish-fauna of 
Lake Edward. Other evidence of environmental changes occurring in Epi
Pleistocene and early Holocene times (DE HEINZELIN, i955) suggests, ho\\'ever, 
that the ichthyofaunal hiatus could have been contemporaneous. 

Since the pl'esent affinities of Lake Edward fishes are both Nilotic and 
Victorian, there are two important questions relating to this hiatus : first, 
what environmental factors can be implicated; and secondly, why did 
certain Nilotic species survive whilst others were killed off? 

A pl'obable answer to the first question is provided by DE HEINZELIN'S 
opinion that volcanicity, coupled with changes in the chemical composition 
of the water, was the major factor influencing faunal changes. Indeed, it 
seems that during this period of intense and local volcanic activity 
(DE HEINZELIN, i955), Lake Edward could have undergone hydrological 
changes leading to conditions comparable with those of present-day 
Lake Kivu. That is, the lower water-strata would become heavily charged 
with dissolved toxic substances (hydrogen-sulphide, carbonic acid und 
ammoniacal salts) and would be azooic at all times. Because Lake Edward 
is relatively shallow and occupies a basin of different shape to that of Kivu, 
even the surface waters could be polluted during intm'vals of water-mixing 
and overturn. Present-day Lake Edward differs from Kivu where no 
overturn and mixing of surface and bottom waters occurs. 
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That Lake Edward did not remain in a Kivu-like condition was probably 
due to three major factors : a different sub-aquatic topography; the 
existence of large affluent streams flowing into the lake through country 
distant from the centres of volcanic activity, and thirdly, hydrographical 
conditions allowing for periodic mixing of the epi- and hypolimnia, thereby 
preventing the formation of a permanent, dense lower layer. 

If such postulated conditions of foul water did obtain, even for a 
relatively short period, it is not surprising that many species suffered local 
extinction. It is, in fact, rather more difficult to understand how so many 
species survived. Presumably for these species survival was the result 
either of their temporarily colonizing affluent rivers and the areas adjoining 
river mouths (where some freshening of the water might be expected), or, 
of the inherent ability of the species to tolerate the hydrological conditions 
then existing. A possible factor influencing the decline and ultimate 
extinction of these species might be the loss of suitable breeding grounds 
through changes in the ecology of the lake. Consideration of this and other 
ecological conditions affecting late Pleistocene and early Holocene fishes 
leads directly to the second question posed above. 

Speculation is hampered by the lack of fundamental information on the 
physiological requirements and breeding habits of many of the species 
concerned. Some data Bre available on the respiratory characteristics of 
Late., (FISH, 1956). These suggest that the species is intolerant of reduced 
oxygen and increased carbon dioxide tensions. It is therefore reasonable 
to infer that breeding would be unsuccessful (if it occurred at allj under 
such conditions. Regrettably, nothing is known about the physiology of 
members of the Characidae and Schitbediae, or of the majority of Cichlidae 
and Cyprinidae. In Lake Edward the latter family provides an intriguing 
puzzle. Two species of Barbus coexisted in Lake Edward during the upper 
Pleistocene. One species closely resembled the Nilotic B. bynni, the other 
resembled B. altianalis, a species occurring in Lakes Edward, Victoria and 
Kivu. Only B. altianalis survived the critical IEpi-Pleistocene and early 
Holocene periods. 

Indirect evidence on the physiological adaptability and tolerance of these 
various families can be derived from Lake Kivu. The fish-fauna of this 
lake is even poorer than that of Lake Edward, from which source it was 
derived (POLL, 1939), probably at some time after the invasion of Edward by 
certain Victoria species. The point of particular significance is that all 
the absentee families of Lake Edward are also absent from Lake Kivu. Since 
volcanicity played an important part in the evolution of both lakes 
(Lake Kivu was formed during the middle, or, late Pleistocene by the 
Mfumbiro volcanic chain damming the valley of a river flowing into 
Lake Edward) the conclusion seems inescapable that representatives of these 
families were unable to surmount the ecological and hydrological conditions 
assoeiated with volcanicity. The more extreme hydrological conditions of 
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Lake Kivu may also account for the absence of Bagridae and Mormyridae 
from the lake. Jt is difficult to explain the absence of Lepidosirenidae, 
Cyprinodontidae and Anabantidae on the grounds of adverse ecological 
conditions since in other lakes all three families tolerate deoxygenated and 
stagnant water. But here again, factors connected with breeding may have 
been ultimately responsible for the local extinction of these families. 

In conclusion, the faunal affinities of Lake J;Jdward must be reconsidered, 
particularly in view of the recent classification proposed by WORTHINGTON 

(1954). Data from the extensive fossil collections reviewed above show 
clearly that for a considerable period the fish-fauna of Lake Albert was 
broadly comparable with tha~ of Lake Albert. The correspondence is not 
exact, because certain Albertine genera apparently never populated the 
Edward basin. The evolution of the present. Edward fauna has been 
brought about by two principal factors : first, the effects of extreme 
envimnmental conditions which further reduced the number of Albertine 
species, and secondly, the invasion of Lake Edward by certain species of 
fishes from I~ake Victoria. Although the results of this invasion are 
impressive, they are virtually restricted to one genus, Haplochromis, and 
must not be allowed to obscure the historical background. Lake Edwflrd 
had g Nilotic fish fauna throughout the Pleistocene period, and the fauna 
is still essentially Nilotic despite its truncated and impoverished species list. 

This conclusion is not in accordance with \VORTHINGTON'S classification, 
in which he allies the Victori.a and Edward faunal types as distinct from 
the Nilotic. However, the palaeontological evidence, as well as the 
relationships of the present-day fishes (excepting Haplochromis), both 
emphasise the Nilotic affinities of Lake Edward. 

There remains one other much debated point on which the fossils throw 
some light. This concerns the thesis that certain predatory fishes, par
ticularly Lates and Hydrocyon, have had an inhibiting effect on speciation 
and adaptive radiation amongst the smaller cichlids in lakes where these 
species occur together (vide \VORTHI:>IGTON, 1940; also MAYR, 1952, for 
criticism). 

WonTHINGTON'S ideas were apparenUy supported by the adaptively 
mulliradiate Haplochromis species flocks of Lakes Edward and Victoria, 
lakes in which Lates had not been present for some considerable time 
(WORTHI:'IIGTON, 1940, and 1954). However, it is now known that Lales 
inhabited the Lake Edward basin until as recently as the early Holocene. 
This is turn implies that the ancestral Haplochromis species, or, small 
species flock, coexisted with Lates (see above, p. 7i). Yet, this species flock, 
although smalleI' than that of Lake Victoria, is one cited by \VORTHINGTON 

as an example of speciation unretarded by the influence of large predatory 
species. 

At first sight this observation seems to tell agai.nst "WORTHINGTON'S 

general views on the oVel'all retarding influence of Lates on adaptive 
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Clariidae jWochocidae Bagridae Centropornidae Cichlidae 

Clarias sp. Synodontis of. frontoBuB Bagru8 sp. Lates sp. Tilapia sp. 

~ H eterobranchw3 Synodontis cf. Bchall Lates cf. niloticuB Tilapia sp. 

Clarias lazera Synodont·is of. frontosus 

Clarias 1I1088ambicu8 

Clarias cf. laura Synodontis d. fronto..~uf; Clarotes sp. Lates sp. Tilapia sp. 

Clariaf; d. mossambicus 

Synodontis sp. Lates sp. 

CZarias sp. Synodontis sp. ? Claroles sp. 

Synodontis sp. ? Auchenoglanis sp. Lates sp. 

(Bagru.s, very dubious) 

Clarias sp, 

Lates sp. 

Clarote.~ sp. 

(Bagruf;, very dubious) 

Synodontis sp. Clarotes sp. Lates d. niloticuB (Tilapia "p., 
Bagrns sp. very dubious) 

A ucltenoglanis sp. 
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speciation. However, \VORTHINGTON'S conclusions were based on the 
assumption that Lates would eliminate those forms which passed through 
stages of imperfect adaptation in the course of evolution, and particularly 
those species attempting to colonize new adaptive niches. As the 
Lake Edward llaplochromis flock was apparently derived from an already 
multiradiate group in Lake Victoria, many invading species would be 
prospectively adapted to particular niches and might therefore be less 
affected by the presence of Lates. 

Recent field studies en some of the African species flocks (FRYER and 
ILES, 1955; GREENWOOD, unpublished) show that WORTHINGTON underesti
mated the effect that other predatory species (for example, Clarias, Bagrus 
and Barilius) could have had on the development of cichlid species flocks. 
Since these other predators are associated with the flocks whose multiplicity 
of species was attributed to the absence of Lates, it is unlikely that predation 
did have such far-reaching inhibitory effects as WORTHINGTON postulated. 
Likewise, the demonstrated occurrence of Lates in the late Pleistocene Lake 
Edward, and its pl'esumed coexistence with a developing llaplochrornis 
species flock, helps to place the evolutionary significance of Lates in a tmer 
pel'spective. Lates can only be considered as one of the many environ
mental factors which moulded the remarkable flock of Lake Edward. 

EAST AFRICAN FISHERIES RESEARCH QRGAXIZATION, 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY, 

BRITISH MUSEUM (NATURAL RISTOlty'" 

LONDON, 

.... 
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PLATE I 




EX PLANATION OF PLATE 1. 

~ i teL - J,((l e ,~ 51'. 

1. 1st vertebra anterior face (0. 8 x ). 


'2. 1st vel' Le hl'il, left, lal era l view (0. , x). 


3. 2ud vertebra. rig ht lateral vi ew (0.7 x). 

I,. 3rd ver lBbra , rig h t l a ter al view (0.8 x). 

5. 't h or 9th abdOllllnal vm:te l.l1'<l, laleral view (0. , x). 

6. Caudal vertebra, r ig ht la teral view (0.9 x \ . 

7. Neuro l:ran ium \'i ght la leral vi ew (O ./,. x). 
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Exploration du Pare atio(]a l Albert 

Missicn J. de HEINZELlN (1950) . Fasc . 4. 

4 
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P. H. GREENWOOD. - Quaternary Fish~fossils. 

Phototypie A. Dohmen. Ilruxelles 



PLATE II 
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EXPLAi\ATJON OF PLATE II . 

Sit e 1. - L atr..~ sp. 

1. T-:l h[lJ () iu-v()JJl " !" ; left l u. ter-a l v ip\\ ' (O. eI x). 

2. El.lJmoid-vomer, ven tral view (0.9 x ). 

3. :{ ["cl una ·W) vrndJrae, rig il L lateral view (0. x ). 

4. P ennll.ilJlate and ultimate a bo flm in a l ' ·l'l·kbra(]. Jat('raJ vicw (O~ x). 

5. Calldul vertebra, latl 'l"al view (0.9 x ). 
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Miss ion /. d. HEINZELI ' ( 1950). PilSC. 1. 


P. H. GREENWOOD. - Quaternary Fish-fossils. 

Phototypie A. Dohmen . Bruxelles 



PLATE III 




E/PLf ATlO F PL E Tn. 

Si t e 1. - Lates sp. 

1. Right articular, I teral view (0.8 x ). 

2. Ldt cl eithruDI, lateral vie\\! (0.7 x) . 

3. Rig ht Vl"clll ax ill(\., laLe rai view (0.8 xl. 

I, . Left qllad mle, m edial aspect (0.7 x ) . 


5. Hi g ht den tary , latcl'; LI ;u;pect (0.8 x). 

6. Right eclopterygoid, ventr;'ll iew (O.R xl. 
7. Left preo percnlum . la trl'o.l view (0.7 x). 
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Mission 1. de HEINZELI N (1950 1. Fa.c. 4. 

P. H. GREENWOOD. - Quaternary Fish- fossils. 

Phototypi" A. Do-h men . Bruxell cs 



PL ATE IV 


,. 



EXPLANI\.TION OF PLATE IV. 

S i L e I (fi gs. 1 and. 2) . - S i I C II (ri8 S. H). 

1. BagTUs sp. oc 'ipilal region of s]w ll , dorsal view. 

2. l d e ll/, left lu t .f ell vir'w (0. ;) ) 

3. Lltl es, :1s t vel'! IJl'<l anterior Car'e (0.8 x) . 


,t Laic ." 2nd vl!l' lcbl'a anterior fa ce (1.0 x ) . 


5. Lates, basio('r: ipit al clnll first e t'te bl'D , right latera l view (08 x). 

(j. J,ales. vODler, vent.ral raGe (0,'1:-' x). 
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P. H. GREENWOOD. - Quaternary Fish~fossils. 

Pho totypie A. Dohmen. Bruxell es 



PLATE V 




EXPL AI\ ATlON OF PLATE V. 

S i I t' I (rig s. 1·10). - S i I (, IV (f ig . 11). - ~ it.' \" ( rigs. nil ) 

1 anu 2 . Clarotcs sll. lJ 'I ; lol'al ~l'illt:. (llll l' riOl' ,JlHl postt'rior facc - .(O.S x) . 

:1 ann ,I-, A uchcnoglll.ni " sp., rI () J'~ill spine, an Lcl.'iOI' alld p oste ri or fac s (O.S x). 

5 a lJd (). TiL ll,pta _p. l ~t alla l p t (;, l'yg i o pII O L' l~ (both O.R x) . 

7. Bam'n~ S[!. , fu>:' ecl ctrHer ior \'erl,clJl"il l I1I:lSS, l alera l vie\\' (0. ,1 x ). 

S. Barfl'us sr., dermefhmoicl. <I o['su l vicw (O. B x J. 
o nnd 10. Allchenu!]irmis sp .. p cClm;t[ "]JjJlf~. ,U1 1f'l"i0l' fl.ncl p tel'iol' fn ee' (0.8 x ). 

11 . Lates sp .. g illra l \; 1' (0.7 x). 


1Z. Late.~ sl. , 1st f' rl ebra. :lllkl'ior hi e ( U.~ x j. 


l:3 . Latc, sp., abclo J1JiJl a l VE'rf .'iJrH, la ll ' J'a l vie\\' (O.S x) . 

J L ,I lu;hcno!]lo1ii , ~p., lc ft lJuJil Pnil PJ'UI t' ~ ~ . II Ll " ra l a ,'pecL (0.1l xl . 

15. , 1 /, rlJt;1IOglanis "p .. peG/ li ral sp ine, Jlf)"te J' io J' facl' (O .q x) . 

http:uchcnoglll.ni
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M ission J. de HEINZEU N (1 950 ) . Fase. 1. 
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10 

14 

P. H. GREENWOO D. - Quaternary Fish-fossils. 

Phototypie A. Dohmen . Bluxelles 



PLATE VI 




EXPL A A.TION OF PLATE Vl. 

S it e VIII a. 

1 and 2. Clarotcs sp., pecl ')!,Cl i sl ine, do rsal alld p t r ior faces (1.5 x) . 

3. Protopterus sp. , lett mandibul a.r LOo th-pla te, la teral asp ct (1.5 )<.) . 

4. Frag lll ent of Clariid neurocraniu m (1.5 x ). 
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4 

P. H. GREENWOOD. - Quaternary Fish~fossil s . 

Pho tc>typie A. Dohmen , Bruxell es 



PLATE VII 




XPLA - TION OF PL TE . II. 

S i 1 e VITI b (figs. 1. 5 and 7). - Sit e VIII c (f ig -. 2-1, 6- ). 

1. Late. 'p ., bdominal vertebra, oblique Jateral \new (1.7 x). 

2. La lcs sp. , dentary, m eclio 1 aspect (1.6 x) . 

3. Lates p., left pl'co (Jel'cuJum, Jut r al aspe'l (1.1 x ). 

4. L al es sp., l.ctoptcrygoid, ventral aspect (1.2 x l· 
5. Barbus ::;p ., abdom inal v (·t bra, la teral view (1.6 x). 

6. Synodontis sp., pectoral spine, d rsal anti posl r ior aspects (1.6 x ). 

7. ynod.ontis sp., peel.ora1 spine, dorsal aspect (1.6 x). 

8. Synodontis sp ., lcft humeral proc s , Ja ternl a spect (1. ' xl . 
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P. H. GREENWOOD. - Quaternary Fish~fossils. 

Pho totypie A. Dohn,.n . Bruxell~s 



PLATE VIII 




EXPLA NATION OF PLATE VITT. 

fJa r !.J v s S[J . or "PI'. (sec t! 'xl p . .'.~ ) . 

Sit e IX (fi,L; ~. l -R (I,m l ]O- I!! ) . - S i I' e X a (fj.gs . R [Loll !J ) . - Sit eX /) (rigs , 20 l/.nd 21) . 

1 il nd 2. Right opel'culum , lateral all d m ertIaI a.sp r.IS (0.5 x) . 

3. L 'ft lIyom ulldibulur, la tera l usped (0.5 x). 

4. Rigil t qu a dn \Le, media l aspect (0 .6 x). 

5. Fracrment of phary ngeal bone, sh ow ing m ajor pharyn geal tooth (0 .6 x ). 

6. Entire pb ar yn genl bon e (righ I.), medial aspect (0.65 x). 

7. Left dentary, lat eral aspect (O.GS x). 


1l. F ragment of pharyngeal bone, showing Illa .ior phary ngea l tooth (0.75 x) , 


9. Fragm ent of right den tllry (0,75 x) 


10 and n . 3rd i n L rneural pter ygiophol'e, pos terior and anterior faces (0.6 x). 


'12 a nd 13. 3rd in tel'llemal pter ygi opllore , an terior and posterior faces (0 .6 x) . 


14 a n d J5. 1st interneural p te,. , g ioplt r e , am erior a nd later[ll aspecLs (0. 63 x ). 


IG and 17. 1st and 2nd verter,ra (lI.4 x). 


18 and la. Caudal veretbr a e (0 .4 x ), 


20. AlJdoi1 lil a l vertebra (0.8 x). 

n. Caudal vertebra (0,8 x). 
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Exp loration du Pare Nationa l Al bert 

MIssion J. de HEIN ZELIN ( 1950). Pasco 4. 
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P. H. GREENWOOD. - Quaternary Fish-fossils. 

Photolyp ie A. Oollme n . Drux ell es 



PLATE IX 




EXPL t'lATJON OF PLATE IX . 

S i I e . - S?!nor/,onUs (ron tosus ( f i g-~ . 1·12) a lld ? H(~ fl~ r() IJranc7ws s p. (fi gs . 13 a nd 14.). 

1. Snpraocc ipil a l , dor~al view (1.2 x ). 


2 and 3. Left and ri g-hi frontal (from diftel t:ll t, ind ivi!lu::ll ) (1.2 x). 


4. Oc ipito-nucl1al pl;ne, dorsal view ([,2 x I. 

5. Etlllnn id , dor sa l view (1.25 x). 


G ::llld 7. Le1'l. a llcl l· ig tlt hume]',li process and cl d ttlrulll (Ie I 1.3 x , r igIlt 1.9 x ). 


8. 2nd dorsal spine, a nterior aspe(;1 (1.2 x) . 


9 and 10. 3n1 dorSI'Ll . pin e J,ll el'al ,Inri allil ri al' [lS p ('t~h (i1 11tedor 1..2 x, la l w I 

1.0 x). 

11 and 12. An ter Lot' a Ldominal v(' rt ebrae (U x). 

13. :' Hctcrobrancll.us sp. , .? pusHCrnpur;\I, dor;:;[l] view (1.0 w ). 

H . ? Hetel'o IJran c lw .~ p., front a l, dorsa l vie w (1.0 x). 

http:Hctcrobrancll.us
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P. H . GREENWOOD. - Quaternary FIsh-fossils. 

Phototypie A. Dohmen. Bruxe lles 



PLATE X 




E\PL A J,\ IO~ OF PLATE X. 

S 1 t e LX. - ClnTias cf. C laura. 

1. upra-orbitnl, dorsal view (1.2 x). 

2. Prefrontal. dorsal view (1.2 x). 

3. Frontal, dorsa l view (1.0 x). 

4. I' tl j'a!, v entral aspect (1.5 x). 

5. ' upraoccipital, dorsa l view (1.3 x ). 

6. l)e l'me thntOid, dor 0. 1 view ( l.2 x). 

7. Fragmen t of el·ithrum, vcntl'o-luleral "peel (1.0 x) . 

8. Epi- and ccratohyal, v'n tra l aspect (l.0 x ). 
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Exploration du Pare Na tional Albert 


Mi ... , ion J. de H EI NZE LI N (1 950 ) . Pasco 4. 
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P. H. GREENWOOD. - Quaternary Fish-fossils. 

Photo typie A. Dohmen. Bruxe ll •• 



PLATE X I 




EXPV\.N,\ TION OF PLATE XI. 

S j t e IX . - Lates srI. 

1. Quadrat". Jat ra .1 n .. I) ct (0.8 x). 

2. :1rd ve t' tebra, left la teral a spect (ll.S x) . 

3. RighI. cientar y, lateraJ a .-peef (0.7::i x). 

4. 1st v I'tebra, rig ht la tera l aspect (0.8 x ) . 

5 a nd 6. Vent ra l view of vC)J Jl e rill II) III p:ll,(;h , showing va r iati on ill the 
. bapo of the post ,rior marg in (botl] 0.8 x) . 

7. Le.!1: preoperculu1l1 . me clial aspect (0. x ). 

8. 2nd v r tebra, left lateral a spect (0.8 x). 

a and 10. Caudal vertebrae (both 0.8 ;<). 

11. Hi ht prema xilla, ven tn ll a spect of clenti"erOU8 surface (0.8 x). 



1 S lUT DES PARes N ATIONAl! DU CON ,0 BELGE P! XI 
Exploration du PM Natiooal Albert 


M1SSlo n / . de HEIN Z ELI N ( 1950 ) . F~.c. 4 . 
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p, H, GREENWOOD, - Quaternary Fish~hssil s . 

Photo typi e A. Dohmen, !l ruxe !!e, 



PLATE XII 




EXPLAr' TJ01- OF PL TE XTT. 

S i t IX (figs. 1-8 a nd 11-1 2) ;:md • it e I (figs . !Hu). 

lan d 2. Til(~pia sp .. 1st lIlf erilaema l p tf'rygiophore , la tcral aspect (both 1.:! x) . 

3. Tilapia, I it prerna.x ilL later al a peet (1. x ). 

4. T iLapia, urohyal, 1 (t JaLl'f I (\. pcel ( I.", x ). 

5. Tilapia, lsI .r t !It'll , nt 'ri r fa ce (1.2 x ). 

6. Tllapia, 2nd \' cl' tebrJ , anterior In ce (1.2 x l. 
7. Tilapia, 3rd ver tebra, n llLe rior fa' c (1.2 x) . 

H. Tila ]Jia, a m el'ior a bdo rninal \' ' rt b;,Ol. a llterior I(l cc ('.0 x ). 

o and 10. P r ofopt eTuS -p ., upper :l1 lc1 lo\\"el' tooth-p la tes, right luteJ'a l aspec t 
(0.7 x ). 

11 and 12. Protoplrnls ~p., up pel ' ,uHL lower tDollt-plates, r igh t la t 1'01 aspe~l 
(0_8 x). 
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P. H. GREENWOOD. - Quaternary Fish~fossiIs. 

Phototypie A. Do-b men. Bru xe ll es 



PLATE XIII 




E rpL - TION OF PL TE Ill . 

Si t c X a (f ig. 8 ilnd !l ). - S i. t e X " (figs . 1·7). 

1. Cl.(lrias sp. , dermeth m o lcl , dorsal view (1.5 x). 


2 a n d 3. Clar ias . p., fraglllent" or nenroctll. llium (I)oth 1.1 x) . 


4 and 5. Claria s p ., abdo m in al and cauda l verlebrae (both 1.6 x) . 


6 an d 7. Tiln]Jia sp., lsI v I'tehrae, an terior :Lnd lateral aspects (U; x an d 

1.8 x r espectively ). 

8. BagTu s sr., s upraoc ipiLal r egio n of ll ew'oc[,fJ. lliulll , U(ll'S;'LI vi ew (1.4 x ). 

9. BU!J1'u -, sp., f ragm ett l Jr fron tal , dor al vic (1.1 x). 
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P. H. GREENWOOD. - Quaternary Fish-fossils. 

Photo typi e A. Dohmen. Bruxtll ..... 



PLAT E X IV 




EX PLi\I AT] - OF PLATE XIV. 

Sit e X c. 

1. BaqTus sp., basioccipita l, vpnlral asp ec t (11.8 x) . 

2. Bnqrus , suprno cipital , dorsal aspect. (0. x). 

3. BagTus, fusert anterior ver t ' bra.l mH . ~, lo teL'al view (0.8 xl. 

4. BagTus, post-temporaJ (0. x ). 
5. Bagrus, abdonl ino.1 vert bra., latcr al vic,v (0.8 x). 

6. Bagnis, pectoral spine, ant rior view (0.8 x). 
7. Bagms , righ l 8rtieula.r , lateral aspect (O.S x) . 

8. BagTus, r igh t demary , viewed obliquely lrom above (0.8 x). 

0. BagT'l.(s, caudal vertebr ae, lCl.teral view (0 .8 x), 

10. Clar ias 5p., prefronta l, dOl'sal vie w (0. x) . 


11 a n d 12. ClciTias , fragm en ts of neurocrJ.n illm rior sal view (bOlh O.tl x). 


13. Cl.arias, pec toral spine. a ntero-lloI'sa.l a spec t (O.!) x). 

14. CI(lriO S, dermetl1moid dorsal view (0.9 x ). 


15 and 16. flllTbl/ s sp., e;!uriul \' er te llrae , lat el'a.l aspect (0.9 x~. 
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P. H. GREENWOOD. - Quaternary Fish~fossils. 

P bototypie A. Dohmen. Bru: ..Ues 
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PARC NATION AL ALBERT 


MISSIO N 

J. de HEIN ZELIN de BRAUCOURT ( 1950) 

F ascicule 4 (2) 

NATIONAAL ALBERT PARK 

ZEN DI NG 
J. de HEINZELIN de BRAUCO URT (1950) 

Aflevering 4 (2) 

OISEAUX FOSSILES 
P.\R 

R EN' VERHEVEN (Bruxel1 s) 

T u os les d bris fossi les que nous av TI S identifies proVl nnen t. du gise
ment d'Ishango et GIl m ajorite dn niveau fos i1if61'e principal N.F .P R. Bon 
nombre de re tes osseux res tent a de ter mine " mais nous ne di posons pas 
en ore des documents usteologiques de comparaison qui s l'aient nece ai res. 
NOlls croyons Lonlefois qu 'il s ' a ·i t toujOUl'. d 'especes qui sont encore r pre
sonte s aujourd 'hui au mille endroiL 

La presence d'un fragment d'ceuf d 'autruche rotient Loutefois l'aUen l,ion . 
II s rappor t.e a. Ia sous-e p cem.as. aicus, autrofois abond 11l'ltc dans Ie Kenya. 
n es ~ done pr bable que celte sous-e pece avait uno repar ti tion pIu etendue 
en Uga.nda et ju qu 'aux abords d'Ishango, a moins que Ie fragmenL d'amf 
ait lite impOl'te. De tou te fagon, on peut presumer que Ia diffe renciation 
geogl'aphique de 1 'espece Slruthio t.:arnelus eta il dejfL accomplie il y a sept ou 
huH mille an" illl ,;1oment de la civilisaLion d'Ishango. Il seraiL intel'essant 
de comparer Ie fragm ent. d' ceufs d 'Il 11 I·,ruche recueillis parmi le::; r es Les des 
civili-a l, ions d' ilff iniLes c psienrw , de. c.lvi k ations de Ka r Lhoum eL Shahei
nab ot des civilisations mesoli1.hique au tral . 

Especes du niveau Z. POST-EM. 

? Platalea alba (SCOPOLI) = spa tule blanche . 

? Ardea m elanocephala (VIGOR S eL CHTLDIlE!\ ) = heron a H1te noire; 2" m ta
carpien . 

9 
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Especes du niveau N.F.PR. 

'? Platalea alba (SCOPOLI) = p a Lule h lnn'h . 


? Ardea melanocephala (VIGOnS eL ClIlLDREN) = heron u tete noire. 


Ibis ib1;:; (L. ) = ibis des b is; 2" muLa arpi n . 


Lcptoptilos c1"umcni!erus (LF.sso, ) = marctboul ; Libiotar e et humerus. 


Ep hippiorhyn chus .)'erwgalcnsis (SH AW) = jaribu af ri Rin; lm' o-m eta~al'se . 


Phal acrocol'ax car bo (L.) = cormon m noir d ' fr ique; ulna , p \llsieuL' meta
cCLrpiens et h u merus . 

Peler-anus ru/ escen (GMELIN) = peliuan ruse; ulna . 

Plectropterus gambensis (L .) = oie epel"onnee; plusieul"s xelllplai re~ tiu 
2" rn e tacal'p ien, capula et humerus, phalange basale du 3" doi t. ulna. 

Cun cuma voci/e1' (DAUDIN) = aiglc ]Jech ul'; tarso-metatRrSE'. 
' truthio camelus ?1Ulssaic71s (NE U~[ANN) = aut mche du Kenya.; fragm ent de 

coquille d' ceu f. 

Sorti de presse Ie 21 £evrier i959. 



PARe NATIONAL ALBERT 


MISSION 

J. de HEINlELIN de BRAUCOURT (1950) 


Fascicule 4 (3) 


NATlONAAL ALBERT PARK 

lENDING 
1. de HEINlELIN de BRAUCOURT (1950) 

Afl e v e ring 4 (3) 

MAM M IFERES FOSSI LES 
PAR 

A TINDE LL HOPWOO D (Londres) et XAVIER MI SONNE (Bruxel les) 

Le mLller iel que nOli S lIvons Mudie pl'ovient du gisement d 'TshaTlu'o e t, 
a e b~ r o ' ueilli pOUl' la plus grande part ell 19;>0 au COUl'S de 1n MisslOn 
J. DE H EINZELlN. NOll Y [[vom ndjoint qu elques specimens l'ccl l( \ill is en 1935 
par H . DAMAS au COUl'- (j'un premier sondage, 

Le nol,ilLion .. s lrilligr aphiques donL lI0U S fai sons U S<1.fT() Sl' rapPOl'lenl 
touies ~l Ii.! publication rie J. DF, HEThZELI ( ' ) . Les n iv aux f(r~ i I i fer _ eLudi es 
son Lde haut en bas , dans l'ordre de superpos ition s tratig raphique : 

Hab itaLs r ecenl.:; = BANTO lJ, C.V., Z .N ., POT. dn Iil ' oup fi guree. 
Ossell1elll s de te inLe hrune it bnm rouge p.l1e, fl' ia b les it l'inLet'iem. 

Ha bila.t ;:; Jll esoli Lhique" = Z .1'OST-EM ., zolle pos t('l'ieure it l'{' lO er ion defi
nilive de la lerrnsse . 

Oss nlenf ;:; de te in tc hr une it brull ,j ri" ou bru n chocolat, iege l'ement 
]apidifi e..: . 

Niveaux Lufiwes = P.Ci-.A., P.C.I\. , S.P ., B.C., G.H. rle Iii coupe fi gure , 
COrreS I)onde n l s ur l'ilL1cicTIrll ' jJ r e du lac aux i1.l:curnulat.ions de cendJ'e, 
volcanique.. : uuaerionne:- qui couvrell t lp :, lupogn:rp l1 ie::; pl us elevees . 

Ossements de teint8 brun jaune , brun g l'is a bl'1.lt1 sombre, Lres lapi
difi es , non colon)" il l'intl':r ie ur; ils sont souvent encroClles de telle sorb" 
d'lns Ie matel'i e l tuface qu'j]s cn.. sent (tU COUl 'S de I' ex l,faclion. 

NiveiLu foss ilifere princi pil l =, N'.F.PR. = gisement-ty pe de ]'Homme 
c!' Ishilngo. 

(': J. DC Ih; I.~Zr:LIS DC fl RAUC OURT, 1937, Les fouilles d'Ish ::m go (Tnst. llrs P(l T(.I 

,YCltionav:I' du C(!/l.q o LJcI,q e, ~li ssion J. DE Il EI :i7.ELIN DE BnwcoT' HT, f <l s (' . 2). 
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On y a 11djoin t 1 s r s le-' de v61'lebl" s de G.y', S .X., S .J NF. 81 C.X. 
de la coupe fig uree. 

OS'elll ents Lre lap idifi ", ~Ollll an t uu choc, (/e Lo inle br un violac0 a 
noiriLLl'u , col()1'es il I' in te riell 1'. 

Gntyi el' infeeieul" = G.I rr., b Cl. e p ]1' Ler rasse , l" 'obilbt em ent de nn Lll l' 
fluvi ale. 

o e rnen Ls Ires roule~, a , urface pOl'eu e eL mate lorsqu' il. sont 
autoch L ne et it sudace lisse, p lu s pe. lint .:; eL ]J lllS c:ompLLc ls lor sq ll " ls 
sont rema nies de f l'Jn.Li ion ,.; plus ilil c iennes . 

L ·s oss menLs sonL s i mon:eles que, po ur la. plup~ll' t, leur ddel'rn inu Lion 
r le tou jO Ul',' incer Lainei non impossible. Il y en u quelques-uns n8anmuins 
dont l 'idenLiLc n'e ' L pus douLeusc et qui suff iscot i.l. : ndiquer la ompositi on 
ri e I LL [aune de l'epoCju ' . CeU\:! fuune n'e l ce pendunl pus connue dan,' SOIl 

enti erele, carl es fa, sil s ne sont que Ie ' l.'eS les d'animaux de chilsse ; Ie. 
autres te ls que peL iL l.'Ongeur, ·, iJi sec livores, ca rnivores e l per issoducly tes 
y mnnquen L eomplet JJ1 en t ou d peu pre '. 

, 
1. HABITATS RECENTS. 

Les debris d ' 0 ' . "meIl L' recents so n ~ ]J ratiquemenl inex i ·t.an b ell ·mfilce. 
Seuls pl.!uvent elre l'ecu eillis des deuri s enfouis sous de~ colluviollS de sm
face ou d,lIl S des oxcnv' tion. ancieJllJes (trous de pieux, deLritu ). Il:'l se 
melpat le. pl u, souvent [tlors [LUX d E. bri s 10 Z .P OST-E M. , eL it n 'est pas fncil e 
de les clepal'Lager . Il nOLlS suffira de citer les e~p~ces q-ui apparai. :;etlt ou se 
1'8p <tnctvJl t avec plus d 'a bondr:tnce parmi cos d6chels r ecent· : 

PfJlfJmoc /toeTuS cf. P01'(:7{I. - Tl'h rill'!.;' une ll'oisieme molail'e du niveau 
de O-::G crn de Ll. DAi\j\S (2). 

Kobus defassa (Rl1'PELL) .. - Tres 1·i11'l.! h01'S de ces clech 1 r ec enLs OU i t 
d8V if' nt Dc:;ez C!JllllllUtl. PhaJilngps , os du cilt'pe el. du [11 1'56, 

2. ZONE POST-EMERSION - Z.POST-EM. 

Colobu> sp, - Une mola ire inf l~l'ieur6 . 

P an/hera paulus (L .). - Parl i(~ proximale d'un cubil Ll S. 

flyslrix sp. - Une molaire . 

Dendrohyrax 'p . - Fragmcnt d 'uTl rameau horizolll a~. lliandibul ail'e avec 
les dent· moJail'es. 

HippopolaliLus amphibius L. CODlIllUD. DPlltS, os de ,; melllhl'e" du carpe , 
du Lnl' se et de la col orme vel'tebrale. 

(2) cr. allssi i\. F.PR 
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Phacoc }wc'l'US aelhi{)piCIlS (PAL I ," - J. - . \ ;-e2 !'<lre: G mulai!' , ~t <jl lelr{U8 ' 
fl'agm ols. 

Dm11 (11i scus lun al'IJ .~ (BURCIIE(J,) . - E pE>ce Ia ]11m COmm UTIH rl lou Ie 
grauris m amm ife res : chevi.ll s osseuses, den Ls , os. 

Cephaluphus s p. - Espel:e d 'Tc'lllde tuille : chevllle 0 'seuse , den l , pet.i ts 
0& du Cilrpe et d u Lar se. As:;ez t itre. 

fled uuc(J 7'e dunca AI-LA S). - Assez r are : chevi lle o 's use, molaire ~:, '1 trC!.
gale. 

T ra,q(j laphl.ls SCTipfus (PALLA, ) . - A sez Tare: molail'es , LLSLt'11gaI p.s , 

. lInce1''Us caffer (SPA'HRMA\,) . - .\ ssez nne : flsLrnga.les , qu elq ues mol11lres. 

S. 	77(/n?IS (BODO\EHT) . - f\ ssez commun : [I \'e III olil ires , molni re:, os des 
metllb['('C'. 

Outre' les deiJris autochtone:;: qui vi E' l1nHOL d'eLre l: i l,e , le niveau d'occu
p ali on r ccc]il il u ne 11101ail'e de Stegodon lwisensi ~ HOPWOOD, Cel'Lfl inemellt 
orig inaire d (~ lil Set' ie de J ai so et une molLLi l' d'HippotigTis ' p ., lle aus. i 
VHlis8111blilhleml; rIt ol'il-1'iIlni1'e (i(' In Sel'ip de Kniso ou de In Selllhki. L'E'tnt 
de fossiliC'iLlion de lLl molait'e de S{f'qodoll. Ilr li!i~ ~r ilUt:1Jll doutr qUilnt ~L son 
orig i!w tmillis que ('elui de In Illolilire d'HipPOlig1'is pm' nit plus jeullC', ann
lop u L: IIICl1le it In fo,,,i!i~ill ion (luloc:hlone. 

, 
3. 	 NIVEAUX TUFACES. 

L!/coon lfit:tu s ('1'£\\1 I11\CK ) . - Tl't~,) rare une molalre ini'erieul'c, Collec
tion D .I'\1AS; a ~ , .JO m de IH'ofondeuL 

Hippopofrmms a7/lp hibius L. - Comrnun drlli" et u". 

PhrltochoCTUS al'thiu}Jir:us (PALLA ). - '1'1'(''; rar(' : moil il' postc"l'ieure ciune 
tl'oisiem e molili re . 

/)rfJ)l (f lisrus l una/us (BURCHELL j. - i\. sez CO llltnUIl : chevill rs o::;::;e ll se .~ , drnl:; . 
os d c~ m ernbres. 

li ed ltnca J'edunca (P AU _AS ) . - Tres nne : chey iJle 0 'Oll se. 

SynceTlIs ca//eT (SP .\RR:\ I "~ ) . - R1l'~ : a tragnle , ep iphyse di.'lide d 'un eanOll . 

S. 	 nan/I.:; (BODDAF,lIT) , - Bare: as l.l'agale, petit 0 ' du carpe, phnlange nro
x imale. 

, 
4. 	 NIVEAU FOSSILIFERE PRINCIPAL = N.F.PR. 

LUlTfl./lI.flculico llis LrCHTE\'STEJN. - I=!.are deux pit'ces dr lul\(' ltoi 1'(' infe 
rieu l'c, l'une ,j'elll." aVl'(~ la CilrIIl1S"iere. 

L epu s cf. victori(lr: . - A .~ez 1'1\ ,'e; friJgrnents de ma.choi)'cs. 

T hT?Jonom.?Js swind('Ti{(lI7IS TE~l. -- ~-\ssez 1'l11'e : pal HiC', m[lehoi res ill fp i'i l'm'e:;, 
den ts isoli;\es . 

http:ra,q(jlaphl.ls
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Hippopotamus flmphibi'us L. - C lIlmun : dents et () sem e nL , 

Potamochocrus }JOl'r'l11 (L.). - Ra l'e : frngm8n Ls de machoi r rs juvenil es (d'ul1 
seul individu ?). 

Phar:orhocrus aelhiopirus (P ALLA, ) . - Tr(~s l'are : d8fen se. 

Dllrna/iscus lUT/alus (B1JHCHELL). - T res l'Olllmun : chevllJ.es u:-seu"e;:: , dents , 
() em ents . 

Cephalophus ' po - Assez l;ommUll : O' n tnde espece l'c pre C' otee> :- u1'loul. par 
dEs ns tragales do n t q uelques-ull;:; 110UlTfl'lent e tl'e l'npporLe" a un Ll'Cl"" e 
Japhc l1 'une taille plus p eLi Le que la moyellne . 

Redunca redw~ca (PALLA S ) . - Hare: cheyillc o;::scnse, quelques d enL:; de 
laiL 

Tra.r;elaphus sr:1'iptus (PALLAS ) . - RCl l' 03 : eheville u,;seuse , ilstrugnl , [:al 
eaneuITl. 

Syncerus catter (SP.\RRMAN). - ~sez CUlYlJ1lUn : elenLs , ast ragales , cakancnm, 
fl'agment~· des os longs. 

S. 	 nanus ( BODDAERT). - ' n ]Jell maills t:OlllITlUn que Ie pl'eeedent : dents, 
petits a s du carpe et la l'se eL d'autl'es ossem ents. 

5. GRAVIERS INFERIEURS = G.INF. 

11 n 'y a que tres peu de miunmifel'ps fussiles uutoeh tone" dtlns les grl1 
vi ers inferieurs e ~ leurs l'csLes epal'~ ne dUntiellt qu'une idee qualitati.ve de 
lu faune. La df!lel'minaLion cle l'hippO}IOlume esl basee SUl' tJ:uis, et celle 
du phaeochel'e sur deux dents; toutp ,:, les uulTes SOJlt fonelees ehacune sur un 
se1.1l specimen. 

Lulrll. maculicollis ( LICHTE~!:)TElj', : . - \'iil choire inferiem'e droi te. 


Hippopotamus mnphibius L . -- Trois den!. ::; . 


Phacoc/went, aet/dopirus (PALLAS) . Deux denl " . 


Alcelaphus lelwell (HEl'GUN). - Cheville os~euse . 


Kobus': - Troi·s ieme molaire inferll'Ure. 


Syncerus catter (SPADHNT.\:"l). - Fl'ilgrncnt de 1a ll1uilil' Ilroximl1le du meta

earpe. 

Outre les debris autochtones qui viennent d'etre cites , Ie gnlViel' in fe ri em 
recelait un grand nu mbl'e de debris o. sell \,: remanies de la Setie de Kaiso, 
qui affleure sous la le1'1'Gsse et }'eeele non loin de HI. d'impol'tanl s banes 
fo;.\siJiferes. Les os son t sonvent uses au poillt de n'etre plus que des cailloux 
osseux. NollS aVOilS pu toutefois identifler: 

Hippopotamus gnlndeur H. an/,phibil.ls, peut-etl'e H. gorgops DrETRICH. 


Phacochoerus sp. 


An tilopes, deux ('specc :; indetcl·minef~s. 


http:an/,phibil.ls
http:qualitati.ve
http:chevllJ.es
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LA FAUNE ACTUELLE. 

LLl vallee rle la Seml ikl es l connu8 parle:> n om bl'euses reeo lt's reli t s dans 
Ie P ill'C Nn Lionill AlbrrL . La connai s i nce de Mnrnmifel'es actue ls J e ceLLe 
r g iQn < I, iJn ee S lit' les publi al. ions I. li sLes d 'H . CHOUTEDEN (i 935), 
G, ./:". DE W ITTE (1937), S. r RECHKOP ( 19:~8 , 194.3, 19ft/l ), g . H ERT (1947), 
R. HOlER (.l95U, j \)52), a in 'i que ,' m ' une li.'l.E' mll rnn~l'ite de , HAY;VIAN 

(1945) . Pl us ie Lll " conve t'sil tio ll;;; avec S. FRECHKOP nous onl pE'l'm i. d e ]l1'e
(j i .- l' C'~ eonna i.; . allC s . Les reg ions biog'eognl'J1fIl(]U s sonl. c llnUe~ P Ul' la 
'ad e df w. nOR NS (1947), Bnrin J' ecolooie L 1'e Lhologie des.-p eces e 

ll'ouvant dan s Ie Par(' NelLional Albe l' j, 'Jn l, ete d e 'l'ites duns les Lnlvllllx 
d 'E. H UBERT (19/1/ ), H. HWIGE H 1951) , R , VEfU:lEYEN (195t ) eL R. J-IOlER (1952) . 

Tou Les (;es "tud es permel.l 'TI t une bonlle conllm~hension de In fau ne, Les 
cartes pluviomrLl'iqltes de la n\l:iol1 (F. B1JLTOT, 1950) completl~Ilt la docu
lll en tation. 

i.e ])lninu,; du lac Ec1oUill'd :,ont moins ltl'l'osees que les )'egions avoi s i
nan tes . La va11('8 de la Hilute-Semliki SP. pl'esenl e comme une savane bordee 
de montag-nns. Elln ne communi.que de faQon dil'ec.le avec d'(lutres regions 
de savane que ) lDY rest et tout. d'clbOl'C1 avec: 111 plaine du lac G(~orge (Katwe, 
bord du Toro). Les monls Bukuku ne sont paS un obstacle pour Lt faune d 
meme les fIippopotames y voyagent de nuiL I'egulierement. Plus loin, Ie 
Kllzinga Chann 1 sepa1'e la 1'I3giofl de Katwe du B unyarullgu l'u (cote oricnLule 
du Inc) cl1lquel fai L suite Ie Klgezi et les plaine') elps Rwindi-Rutshuru (cute 
meridionale du lac.) . 

Vef's Ie nord, la plaine de Ia Haute-Semliki vn s'enfoncel' entre lil ('['(\te 
Congo-Nil Iu gl'ul.lde fOl'eL ombl'ophile de Ja Bilsse-SemliJ\i et Ie rn 1l:, jf dn 
Ruwenzor i. La cote occid enlale riu lac, quoique tres monLag-neu. e n' es l pas 
un obs tacle absolu au pas ge ele l Ll faune car on y l'encontre des elepha uLs,r 

d es anLilopps et des buffles. L(! faune n'e [, donc isolee par des harri er es 
ecologiques que V8l',\ Ie nord. 

Les donnees quantila Lives concernant ILl faune ne sont guel'e abondant . , 
E. HUBEH'!' donne quelques indication s Ul' l a r egion s' etendant au sud du 
lac, parti e trcs sech ; ces indi co l ions peuven ~ nous donner une idee appro
ximative de la proportion des d'iff8l'entes especes d 'antilopes . 

10:10 1!J·\:1 

lJUlnalis cus 10.0110 J .2.00 
Arlulwla ka!) 15.000 3.000 
Kobu s rie{assa LOOO 700 
Redunrn. Tedunca 1.000 00 
TroqdolJIl'lls sCTipta s 500 'jon 

Le meml! auteur donne l!galement let. clensite par km" pOUl' quelques 
especes : lion : 1 pour 5 km2; leopard : 1 p ur 12 km 2

: hyene tache lee : 
1 pour 4 km"; e!Cllhill1l : 1 pour 8 k rn "; phacochel'e : 1 pal' km": potamo

.. 


http:dil'ec.le
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Chel'i' m o il s de n ' e que 1 e ph cL 'oeh 'l'e; oy10c.hcl'e : 1 ] IOUI' 6 I;:m" ; Drzllw

[iSCIfS 12 11 lH' km "; kohu, rf p!a \'s(l : 1 }JUl' I, m"; Adf''Jl(}/r! !rob: 2 lk p ur IUll~: 

1l1'd11nr-1l I'Cri UIlCrz : 2 ]lrl l ' krn": Trllqd({77 /W, S'ril)/II ) 1 [Jour 2 km"; S y n
ants ((ftler : 3 I)O UI' ;2 km " , 

COMPARAISON AVEC LA FAUNE FOSSILE D' IS HA NGO. 

l~ tnn l don ne rru'il s'ngi[ de l' Les de cu' in e nou' n ' auron qu'une idee 
approximal ive de 1cl fnune. 1,8 insectivore. , ch eil'ol' lpl'es , pI'imatf's , cU1'ni
vor eR e l. eongeul'" seront 1" res ou abs u l.s . 

A premiere vue, la faun e anci enne n ' e guer e differ ente de 1a (uune 
d 'nujoul'd'hui. NallS pouvons C{l J endnn1 meu're qu lques faits e ll evidenee. 

Parflli Ie antilopes, Ie Topi, Damalisr:us lunahts, imtl'efois 'i co mm un , 
es t. ab. eIlt uujourd'hui; i1 es t vrili q u'il pullule dan- ia reserve du lac Gemge, 
it qu Ique 50 km d'lshango , a insi IU'IIU sud du lac E c!ouard, eLlc espcce, 
tre <; lldentaire (H . HW TGEH , 1951), a pu dispandlre iocnlemenl, il ia suite 
d'une ' pid tS ml ,·\ au autre ('<I use, suns Iu'elle aiL jamais l'ecoloni c: '. 

Adenota kob, aujoUl'd ' hui com nmn, e t completern . n t ab enL comme 
fo. sile. 

Alcelaphus lelwell, dont nous ne po sedon qu 'une cheville ossensc 
a p]Jar leuan incoIl tesLablement it c tLc esp ce, n 'existe pa " ilctuelLernenl dan s 
Ie Pate Na Li onal Albert. On Jc trouve cependant dan s Ie P are Na tional de 
In K og er-a (ColI. In s L. Parcs j ; ilL j e t au nor d de In Semliki (l is te r1 r. W. H y
MA~ ) , soit a. iOO ou 1:1() km rj 'Tshango. Jl e~l TJO'isihle q ue ceLLe e peep ait eu 
a uLrefois une disper sion plu s gl'unde. 

Kobus de/(Jssa, iJujourd 'hui CODlmUTI , eslinexis tnnt :iUSqU'iWX couches 
con tempol'ain es de la cuHure lJl1l1toue Oll il devient abondant. 11 n ' occupuit 
v raisemhlablement pas la region avant c.etl.e ep oque, 

R edunca rcdunca , a c: Luell l'l ll nl c.on11llUn, es t ra)'e ou ahsenL a. lOll '; le ,; 
niveaux fossilifEYres , 

Tra,qelaphus scriplus, actuelleHl e llt COIUlllUII, e l pllltt>L rare parmi Ie, 
fo- des. 

'YUI:erus nanus et S. cat/er : il eSL in le res51l tlt de re1l1al'C'{ueJ' que Ie 
buff le n aill selnble eLre plus abondant que Ie grand buffl e. 1" premier 5l 
for s li 1' , Ie seeolld h aLite la sa\'cllle. Le buffle twin ne se rellconLre anjoUl'
d 'hui qu [,1'e5 excepl'ionn ell em ent dans Ia region. 

Le roupe des sui des (Potamochoe1"us , Phacochoerus, Hylochoeru s) 
montre quelques cilracleri:, liquc . .:; : Ie POLill1lOChh r. esL l1'e [,<l1'C parmi Ie" 
fos ' iles , CeUe espece es t :lLljoUl'd'hui Loujour:; itS ocit~e nux culture: le. 
pO]Julalions d'Ishan,o-o vivant -urtOUG Je chasse et de pe 'he , les cu lt Li r es 
d vaien l Gtr reduitos , d 'o u Ie faible nOmh1'8 de pota1Tloch eres . Le ph ac 
ch en' e., t repI'i\ _ en l ~\ en p roportion nonnale comme [os ile, tandis qu e l'hylo
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Ch0l'8 esl a rJse tlt. CeLte espe'c habiLe en ll_iere de" fore ls; on l'a Loujout's 
(', l'U ,'arc , iI .. 'ltl )J]e pOUl'hanl qu '11 n ' n smt. pas Cl in i : un ch tl:: "e1:ll' offlGid 
it 0L cl arp:' d n3duire 18 nombr e de suid s dans la J'cgiotl du Pm'c aLiunal 
Alb r t eL ses capLures, de feVJ'ier 19115 a jui n 19 l6, so r '~padlssaient etc I .. 
fa<..:oll. lllvunte : :j29 pOLLlll1ochere~ Gi9 hyloc hel'es, 77 phacocher ., (R . HOlUi, 
19r.: 2). Di soll ~' Lou lef is que dao. h l'l3 'ioo m em e d'Ishang , lephacochcre 
pr'domiu8 encore de loi n aujuLU' d ' hui. 

Hippopotfl1nus e L tres abondant ~l. lOll S les niv'ilux, comme enrol'fO 
Ll.u .i ollt'cl ' hul . 11 devail conslitu -'t', avec /Jomrrlis('u .\' , Ja nourrii.ure ]1l' inci
p,LI' (1 , TJ O[JLlla t,ions d'Tshn ngo. 

[,?ttrll ?naculicollis n'(1 ete s ig nille que dans la baie de SLLke ( la~ Kivu), 
elle s tronv (gil lement plus au nord , cOlTlme l'f1LLes l,e un cran IJl'uvenant 
de 1<1 Sem lil\.i dan;:, I collections de l'Institut des P arc, alionaux dn 
Congo n olge . 1.e 1'iv rains pik heu)' du lac :8doULll'd devuient capt,u l'o)' d e 
lem p ~t autre une 10uLI' . Son ahsellce des Iliveuux supel'ieul's l1 {:,ul etre 
con. ide l'ee comme accidentclle. 

Panthera pardus e L l'ept'esenle pal' un cubi.tus. La den"ite aduelle cl 'un 
leopard pour I:? krn~ correspond aux chance que nous avion d e Ie ren
contlet' p armi les foss iles. 

T hryonornys es t le seu l ron geur pl'esen I.. Ln popuJal:ion actu elle ne Ie 
m ange ].lfl . , mais Ie tribus voi s ines le con si.derent com m e excellent. 

L 'absence dps ele,pha n t · est un fait 11 sez curieux . Loxodonta africana 
es L aujoun} '!lul tres commun. Il es t ]lo._s ible que les indigenes de l' epoque 
ne 1e cha saient pas. 

Lycuo7! , Dend1'ohYTOX et [, epus cf. victoriae nous fournissent sel1lement 
la pre.uve de leur exis1 ence ancienn e dans la r egion. 

Il es t it 1'8111i.ll'quer que lit g irafe (Gi rafla cameloparrlalis C.) ne se r n
cOll trr lIi il. 1'eLat f05sile ni llctuollement dans 18 vall 'p de la Semliki. 1':l1 e 
y a ce pendan L exi s le : Ie Dr PAH.KE, qui accnmpngnait S TANLEY 101' de 
1'e p edi tion Innc!~e au secour d'EMIN PACHA, dit avoir vu des a nti lop 5 et 
d es gira fe ' clans Ia V,lll ' e, m n is qu'aucune n' a survecu a. l'epi.demie qui 
suivil. 

Jl faut l'em arquel' que les 'spcces de foret.s _ nt mieux rep r(lsfm lees 
qu 'aduell r !T. cn L ~l Ii) fo is d an s 18. zone posL-em orsion eL Ie nive:l.u fossilifEm' 
prin 'i pal. Cephalophus syfvicultoT, par exemrle, n'a ete . ign ,1 1e ql1 'i:\ 
NlutsoJ'LI (Huwcnzol'i, secleul' nord du Parc). De meme, In pre~ence de 
Svncerus namlS en nombre plus im port.ant, de Colo bus polylcomos essen
tidlement foresLie)' et arlJoricole, l' ubsence d' Adenota, Ie petit nombre de 
Redunca semble indiquer une plu grande extension de lu v gelation 
fore~ til~l' .~-

Les pecimens de la [[J ulle des niV!laUX tufaC(l:i :ioni reduits en nombre 
et ont relativemt'TlL ))eu de ignific:alion. Cotto faunr. a clli subil' ri es condi
tions de vie lee ' pecia1 es au moment de 1a precip'jLa lion des cin-'l'iLes. 
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L' pxtens ioll du eouvm't ro n~s li('l' da r1- lit jJlain l! de Ia. I rallle-SeJ1l liki doi l 
a.voil' pour CiLUse un faclelll' clililill iqu e, jJJ'uuabl e lll en t Ul!e [llus grand e 
pluvios ite. Deux E: venlwLlites son L po sibil.'s , pil l' rap purt. au clililat actuel 

a) Une augmellLClliun absolue du volume dn;; precipitillions annuelle:;; 

b) ne repa r tition plus reguliere des pluies , qui se rejJurhsseot aujour
d'hui en orag rares et violenLs . 

Sur lit carll' ptuviom '"lrique de F. B ULTOT, Ishango est siL uB dao. la zo ne 
de 1.2UO mm de precipitation annuelle, alors q ue les forMs , a quelque 40 01.1 

50 km de ee ]')Oi11[, suivent a~sez exacLemcnt la combe de 1.3UO mm de 
precipi ta Lion. 

En l' absence de sta lions d 'observn I, ions regulii~ l'es Cl;t; donw';():i n' on t 
qu 'une valeur d' ()"timation. Elles indiquen: cependant qu ' il ne filll L pas 
imaginel' de vlirialion climatique considerahle pour jus tifier U1 18 legel'e 
eXlon;:;ion de let vegeLation fo r e Lieee. 

CONCLUSIONS. 

Deux es peces etaient abondantes et fo rmaienL Ie fond de la nouniture 
des populal ions anciennes d' Ish ango : Hi ppopotamus et Damaliscus. Ce 
dem ier a di paru loco.lemcnt. 

Au point de vue biogeo'l'Cl.phi.que, l' en emble de la faune i.l pIli . d'i1ffi
nit~s forestier's E:t de lisiet es de forets que 1a faull . uc tuelJ e, ee qui n'esL 
explie-ahle qne pill' une veget.aLion ligneuse ptu. den se a l' epoq ue. 

Kobus de/a Sa s'e:i LiuLroduit a Ulle epoque recE:nte deLl1 S 10. region l.an di s 
qu 'A l ccphalus 'e rencontrait durant la periode lil pl us a.ncienne de la for
mati on de la terra sse eL a di paw. On lie voit pa trace de peri ssodactyles , 
zebl"c e~ Thinoceros, n1 de giru[e, eUffi ll1e enCOre aujourd'hui. Les restes 
d 'Ishango fl(~ renferment pas non plus d'o. scments d'elephant, qui n'e ta it 
peut-eLl'e pa ~ Ch il '. B, ou r a rement. 

La faune des Mammiferes dans son enl:» mble n'a pas subi de gr ilnds 
chan O'emenls, sinon dans la proportion des e::;peces r epre en lees. 

1\ ' TI T!lT naVAL nE~ Scn:V:ES ".lTU BELLES 01:: B ELGIQm:. 

.. 
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